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PADUCAH. KY.. SATURDAY EVENING.
SEPTEMBER 29. 1906.
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OVER THE PALACE REPUBLICANS TO
E. REHKOPF LEAVES CITY
MILLIONS ARE LOST
AND CAN NOT BE SERVED WAVES OUR FLAG HAVE GONVENT1ON BY THE HURRICANE

Creditors Sue Him Personally;:eadsc
And Try to Get Service
On Him.

,,,,.....wl
4,

EIGHT THOUSAND
HOMES DESTROVED
IN CITY OF MOBILE.

PROBABLY WENT TO MEMPHIS

Mobile, Sept 214.— The gulf
burns-sue practically dooroyed
Mobile. Provision,
, are about
red...towed and the poor are sultry
lug. Eight thousand h
are
in mini.. Mobile is a city of
desolation. Damage to the city
will reach five millions; to surrounding country, hour millions.
Beaches are strewn with dead.

Taft tunounces Control of the City
Nominations 1Iade on
Cuban Government.
Thursday October 11

Pensacola and Mobile Laid Waste By
lemuto !Proclamation t'elling on
Wind And Water While The
All lull 'racket Will lie Named and Comelteel citizens to lid ii Itestor.
mittee katticipastel. %Ictory
hag (toter.
',Me. Fall.
Storm Raged.
ORDERS TROOPS MADE
READY REGISTRATION

DAY

TUESDAY.

VELOCITY OF NINETY MILES AN HOUR

Havana, Sept. 29.— The first
Republicans will nominate a full
Cuban republic is dead. Failin
g utter- city ticket in mass convention ThursFIVE TO I 11 I I IS ESTIMATE to
ly in his efforts to retione
TIDE ritom BAY BACKED YOH
tle the war- day, October 11. This was
decid•
LOSS ot LIFE ON 451.151',
ring factions of the latent
Blek`hs INTO HEART OE CITY.
republic. ed On by the unanimous agreement
Secretary Taft, special
commission- of the executive committee, which
tlehdtdalittiodeleKeheideeterelsetWeeteseatielea er of the 1.7,nited Stater, ran up
the met last night and Instructed the
stars and stripes on the
palace thts chairman to call the convention
fur Ever)
Hotel, Itusinew. House Slaty Ships
morni
ng,
and declared himself pro- 2 o'clock,
CAN'T STAND)FOR HEARST.
Then. %Viten s•
Thursday afternoon, OctoDamaged, tills swept %Way
visional military governor.
Broke Thursday Night—Th.,.
ber
II
in the general council chamUnited
It)
the
Slood.
States
will now stamp out the ber.
of bent Stranded.
Mayor liccieuso Is is DellIttertli Rut troubleforces
and work of reorganizing
There was
the
great
Draws Line.
enthus
iasm
('ii ban government will
begin imme- evluced at last night's meeting as
diately.
the
eononi
tteeme
n
a.e confident the RAGED Volt EIGHTEEN HOURS LOSS ole
;
New York, Sept. 29--- Mayor McSecretary Taft's ssrumprion
LIFE APPREHENDED
of the ticket will win, if all the voters regClellan, In an authorized interview reins
of governMent was
without ister next Tuesday In their respectoday, said he would support the martial
displio. Marines and sailors tire precincts.
'
Mr. E. Rehkopf. head of the assigned E. Rehkopf Sadder) corn- Democratic state ticket with the ex- by !hotel tile
lily will be guarded
Mobile, Ala., Vla, Meridian, Miss.,
The decision to put out a
caption of Hearst, "I will continue to until the
patty, is out of the city, baying left last Tuesday., and creditors
Pensacola, Via. Flomation. Ala •
full
army of occupation ar- ticket
are .
Septe
mber 29.--The loss of life is Sept,
was,
withou
oppose
seeking his whereabouts In their
t
exception,
Hearst and Charley Murphy rived, will
29.-- The worst hurricane to
anxiety to get personal service on
not be landed until to- agreed to, and
variou
sly
estima
ted
'at
from
everyo
with all my strength." he said. The morrow.
five to visit this city in as histor
ne expressed
him it is believed be Is in Memphis.
y raged
The prOspects are that com- hint-self as
50
at
variou
points.
s
believ
ing that a good
may r's statement, whicn was given plete quiet
The first knowledge that the bead of the concern was out
here furiously all yesterday with
will vane. Taft has
of the
a
Fitcandid
thousa
ate
nd
for city Judge will
home* were dam- I stiff gale still biowitt
amto all the city hall reporters, hi se ple force
city came this morning when a suit Was flied against him person
be
g. The city preat hand to protect Havan
ally by
a. elected with the remainder of the aged, business seetions were destroy-I sents a wrecked
follows!
W. W. Mooney & Sons company, alleging he is practically the
appt•arance and the
Secretary Taft Netted a
whole
proclama- ticket. It is probable that those ed. and tht• propertc loss is placed damage is
"As I said yesterday. I am a Dem- tion to the
cone-ern.
estimated at $5.000.000.
at over 1113.11011,111/11
peOple of enba today, members of the two
boards of the
The latest informatloa is that the involuntary bankruptcy pro- ocrat, and accept the action of the relative to
The loss of life will be heavy among
taking dbarge of the Cu- general council and
The storm wh!ch struck the
the school board,
Democratic convention. I will be a ban
city the marines but thus far only
ceedings will not be resists.' bycounsel for the assigned concer
one
government. He says until
n, in
Wedne
who
sday.
are
midnig
willin
ht,
g to make the race
furraged for body has been recovered.
Democrat when my party has a name ther
which case all, the seen go into the PnIted States court.
notice the beads of
departments again this year, will receive renotn- four hours anti the wind reached a
but as a Democrat and as mayor of of the
Many leading law firms in this city are now aligned on one side
Comme
ncing
at
7 o'clock at night
centre: gOvernment will re- !nation; without
or
velocity of 915 miles: an hour.
opposition.
this town, I am unalterably opposed port to
The the wind blew at 50 miles for three
the other In the case and a battle royal will take place when the
Mtn for Instructions.
strugwater from Mobile bay was
None of the members of the
He
to Charles W. Murphy and to every- asks all
blown hours and then increased to 65
gle for the property in warehouse Is precipitated in court.
city
miles
good citizens of Cuba to
as- legislative boards sought nomina- Into the city by the gale and for a an hour. From that time
thing that he stands for."
The assignee ha( filed his schedule of assets gnd liabilities, showi
sist in the work of restor
until mornng
time Was seven feet deep In
tion
the
ing
first
time,
order.
and
none
the ing it remained at about No and 90
of them
a balance of $85.236.35 on the wrong side of the ledger.
tranquility and conndence.
are actively seeking re-elec
tion, but wholesale business district.
In • stilt flied this morning la the seized 104 dozen horse collar, pads,
miles an hour.
Recognize Bryan as header.
Rumors of the wildest nature
The
so
far
loss
only
UT
one
life
is believed to be
member has expressare
E Rehkopf Saddlery case, Mr. E. fouod stored at B. H. Scott's wereWaves from the bay backed into
mainly among negroes,
Honolulu, Sept 29—The dihno- circulating throughout the city. ed a positive declination of
ktlhoegh the city for blocks, destroying
Rehkopf is named as defendant and bow*. Nintli and Harrison streets.
the nomhomes
eratk territorial convention in Its Moderate leaders are reported as ination. This is Conac
condit
ions are so chaotic thit ,eefi- and
ilman Louis
not the It. Rehkopf Saddlery compa- The goods were taken in a suit
making rivers out ot_the street.
preparing to take to
the woods to Kolb, of the Third ward. Strenuous nite information Is impossible.
ny. The W. W. Mooney & Sons corn- brought by B. A. James, of Clarks- platform derlares that W. J Bryan
eWhen the gale was at its highest
organise forces to oppoee
Shipping suffered severely. The
American efforts are being made to induce
this morniug and women and chileal''', a corporation of Columbus. In- ville, Term., against the S. Rehkopf the acknowledged leader of the party occupat ion.
United
hint
Sirius
to
remain
revenu
.
Atte'
e
The
expres
cutter
sing approval of the
records of the
, Alert, dren were running frantically
diana. tanners, sue K. Ftenkopt per- Saddlery company, for $14156 claimabout
seven steamers and
boards compose the Not
many smaller the streets in darkness,
sonally, through
platform
their attorneys ed due the Clarksville firm for 2114 Etoo.evelt administration, the Mimi,
an alarm of
Cables for Troupe.
crafts,
party
names
leader
s can think of adopting.
unknown, it is feared fire was sound
Wheeler, Hughes & Berry for $9.- doates collar pads sold the tiettkopf ?viers indorse George H. Carter, the
ed and this added to
Washington, Sept. 211.--Secr
etary and for this reason it is considered were lost but nothing of a confirm- the ecia(usion. The firs
011.87. In the suit, it Is alleged that concern.
present incumbent, fOr governor
'Net cabled Chief of Staff
started lit the
ing nature can be given at
proper
to
accord
Hell
tne
todat.:
old
time.
nienth
this
err
E. Rehkopf is the principal owner In
Two more material Hens were filed
Pitt mill near the business distric
"Make (immediate prepar
t
The city has been placed under
renomi
nation
.
ation
to
the stock of the E. Rehkopf Saddlery against the Rehkopf conoero by parand the horses of the .fire departsend arm} of occupation
contro
l
Child
Howev
Labe,
the
er,
of
Law
Goes
to
militia
Effete.
in
Into
event
anti
Cuba.
nobody Is meut refused to go out in the
any of them
"
company and that what little stock ties that had sold it goods
General Bell iuterdlately wired
weathOne
Pres- withdraw, men of equal standing permitted on the streets ext•ept er. With tiu roofs flying
Now
York. Sept. ta.--Is held by others, is held by dummy claim ie.for $177.91, and filed by the
The ident Rdoiev
about them,
elt
vele
sel
newmp
in
be
g
aperm
foe
substi
en
tuted,
mud petitions wearing trees and wires
later ut•In the Third
stockholders. That E. Rehkopf perManufacturing company. amendment to the state labor law Gong. The fleet
falling
over them.the
expedition was or- ward Mr. Henry Kantleiter,
badges.
sonally visited their factory In In- of Missouri. The other is by Carl H. prohibiting The employ meat of chil- dered
firemen took their hose wagons by
H. S.
mobilized. at Newport-Nows, Welis and W. P. Braine
'The chances are ha: the
dren under sixteen in II* line of Va
rd are meinloss
diana and represented to them' that Flock, of Louisville. for $192.e5.
of
hand
and rushed down the streets to
with 5,600 men.
Honed as poesibilities and
life on Dauphin isianii
calling or business after this afterheavy as the scene and after severa
one of
his company was solvent with $90.l hours'
them
many
fisher
may
men
be
induce
lived
noon
d
on
will
to
go
Into effect next Moeda.
the Island of work, controlled the blaze.
make the
000 surplus. That on the strength of MUNICIPAL
LIGHT COMM HIGH The
and
rare.
other
outlyi
ng
marsh
new law, It is stated, will he
.
y dilative
these representations they sold him
This afternoon the water ro44.
- -- -tutfront which no tidings have been
Hon. F. W. Bagby and Presid
vigorously enforced.
a bill of goods amounting to $12.- Colum
re- u' the busluers districts presented
ent
bus, Ohio, Plant Eats tp Big
ceive&
G. 0. Mclirootti. of the board
almost
600 iota have delivered to him the
of
'an
indeec
ribable seem..
Sum and More Is Demanded.
councilmen. are mentioned for
Suffering in Mobile Is severe. The
asieunt Ailed for, $9,016.87, and
city
Of the 50 or 64.1 big steamers and
Goes to See Gunnery Practice.
'annihilation of traneportatimt faciljudge?
that he has not paid, nor his compasailing vessels lying in the harbot
Oyster Bay, eept 29. -- President
Columbus. Ohio, Sept. 19.-- Once
ities has shut off all supplies
Registration Day.
fpirTENNHill l\ pee \see,
and only five or six are there now. They
ne, any part of the bill,
more the managers of the Columbus! Roosevelt left aboard the Mayflower
unless help reaches Mobile from the
Registration day is next
have beets driven ashore, and
Tuesda
ViltFA K.
sin view of the fact that he Is the, muuicipul electric
the
to uhse ve
and every voter ts urged to registy, outside world soon great
light plant have today for Cape Cod b
distress water front is massed with
er
priucipti stockholder, that he per- !come to the front with
wreckon that:day. It saves the
will
result.
a demand for gunnery practice of the warships of
party
age
orof
steame
rs and craft of all desonalty bought lb. goods; "that be more money. This time
ganization much trouble and
$140,000 is the Atlantic fleet. Assistant SecreEvery church In Mobile is damag- scriptions. Thirty fishing
wasted
knew M the time the company was 1 asked for. but the et:emel
vessels in
Train !Orates Rear of
energy. Sometimes it is as difficu
t has not tary Late accompanied him
ed
though
the
port
rass.m
('hrist church cathelt
ger and
ha'..' been destroyed or damagnot solvent; and that he made those !acted upon the matter
to get the voters to itgiste
Near Slat Ion
. Within a
dral
and
the
Edington—
r as it is
St. Francis street. Bap- ed and the three Mg fish houses
represeutations in apparent mobil l fea' years
the investment in the Coto get them to vote. The one
Inventor of Abbrake Liles.
Ont. Identified.
Is just tist church suffered more than the with their wharves are gone.
faith by which the plaintiff fudged terabits municipal plant
as nechasary as the other
has grown
Portland, Me., Sept. 29 - George
others. The damage to the Christ
flustiseas
him, they ask for the arnottnt mew from $62,000 to nearly
TheDemocratic committee did not church will reatt $40.0
$509,0011 H. Poor, the inventor of the airMuecogee wharf and the Com00 and the
Honed. with Interest and for the and still the promot
meet
last night to canvase the vote St. Francis Street
ers of the deal brake generally used on American
Baptist church mandancia and Tarragona wharves
Goats of bringing the suit.
Jersey City, Sept. 29.-- A
have not money enough to give the railroads. died
Dalo0
oc ks.
today at the age of
train, of the primary and Chairman W. A. $ 10
of. the Louisville and Nashville railwhich
servic
This probably Is the principal dee they promised. The present Cl years
left here this morning,
and those of private corpo- road are badly damaged.
ran Berry haft called a meeting for TuesA great
velopmept of the day and brings Mr. plant, which was suppos
into the mai; coach of a
day
night
at
the
city
ration
hall.
ed to be a
s are [(stately wrecked.
Penntrytrairon whip,'of two or
. three thousand
nia passenger train near
Rekkopf personally into the case In model one, is wholly Inadequate.
Edington,
The revenue cutter Alert was tons has been driven not only
Pa. Radiway officials s_ay
a way that he has not been heretoseven perrammed while in Mobile river by al. ashore but has gone through houssons were kilied and fifteen
fore. Papers cannot be served on Mr.
.STILL FIGHTING.
mjured
unknown vessel and sank Immedi- e.' a block from the water front.
One of the dead is a Miss
Rehkopf for It is said he is out of
Brown ot
ately. Her crew is believed to hays
Every house along the water front
Elizab
the city. It is thought, In Memphis. Firemen Hope to Save Machinery of
eth. N. J.
for a distance of ten miles has been
escaped.
Next Thursday, the E. Rehkopf
McKinnle Plant.
destroyed and the wonder Is that the
All !Maine,. Is Suspended.
WAS YOUTH
Wilt) ESCAPED
Saddlery company will be declared a
B.eftNUM'S CIRCI s GoT 4Ti o'h IN
Telegraphic eommunii at on is pat• lose of life is not greater.
FROM RIViatSIDE HOSPITAL.
bankrupt rn the higher court at: Exhausted and soaked
to the
Tracks oLthe Terminal railroad to
CalitO, ILL.. I el EitOtl.
eitlyzed. with poor proapects for sevLouisville. The attorneys for the de- skin bath from rain and
the water
the navy yards and Barraneas have
eral days for repairing the lines.
fendant will not oppose the petition l being sprayed on the ruins Paduc
ah
The electric eompany's street rail- all been destroyed together
with
of involuntary bankruptcy.
!Bremen are still in active service at
Broke Through Ram of Priem% Ward,
ways
and In fact an business .has trestles and bridges.
Gradually the case is assuminglthe McKinnie Veneer and. Lumber
relent
THRE AT NED BY
Date cancelled end Memphis been stomen
Hut Will Serve Out His Jail
Every business homes feelI
ded. Numerous sawmills
STILLM.E. _LW
—C-the
proportions, which will make it the company's plant on Myers street in
IS Only southern sltand lit-lore
BAKERS IN PARIS.
Mir nto nee.
located In northern, and manly dis- when-to the Union depot has been
biggest one In a long time. Many of Mechanicsburg. Chief James Wood
fitting East.
tricts have been washed away by ter- unroofed. Many plate-glass windo
ws'
the principal isw firms in the city is still hopeful that today will be-the
rific-waves. or torn to splinters
are broken. Stocks are badly damag
Ikt Not Desire a Die of Beet
are now engaged for the defentlintt,' last of the protract.ed struggle. It IS
.by
and Will
the
ed
weld.
and
wires
Their
lumbe
and
r
Fight
poles
and timbers
are mixed toAgainst tAlt It It Is
the creditors, and other parties in the chief's ambition to save as much
Linable to stay away from
gether
are
to
.
There
be
seen
are
ecattererrend ever end
no electric lights,
Enforeed,
Is Cairo muddy?
the case. The biggest fight will be of the machinery as possible and he edlu., Warne Alexander. alias Conch
cars or telegraph or telephone serBarnum's circus got stalled- in- the throughout the city,
around the question whether the will not let up until every ember Is Eggleston, who several weeks ago esvice.
The track of the Louisville &
The harbor steamer James A. CarAmerican-German
caped from the prison ward of RiverNational
Paris, Sept. 21I- Paris 14 threat mud in Hilt city yesterday and it
bank- smothered.
- took RN the elepheptr
ney, plying, between Mobile and the Nashville on the Pensacola and Aimay--retain possession of the goods
and horses and
side hospital, was captured last night ened with a bread famine
;antic derision have been washe
by the men with the
d
pledged that bank by the E. Rehkopf PHONE HABIT BREAKS UP HOME by Patrolman lenille Gouriettx, and strike of bakers.
show to get the wagons eastern shore, lies beached just
The new law re- out
across the river and its sides err out for 30 miles and two engines
of
Saddlery company as security for
the
mire.
locked
up
in
quielu
the
city jail to terve out
---- g all employee to be allowed
ahd
cars
sent
out
to the qttarantine
Barnum's circus did not perform Jammed in and the upper structure
loans. The creditors will attempt to Wife Atiks Divorce, saying
Husband the remainder of a fine imposed for one day's rest iii emelt is directly restation have been destroyed.
in Cairo. When the tent pegs were blown away'.
have the goods thrown Into the gendisorderly conduct In the red light sponsible for the critica
Annoys Her by Calling Her Up.
l situation. driven
Thieves are breaking open trunks
into the ground they went
Much fear is entertained for Fort
eral assets of the company.
Metric! The boy was taken to the Bakers-do not want • day of
----311 along the beach entering unoccu
rest and down with
Morgan, where the
the
When the company Is adjudged a
mute
hospit
that
gave
will
al
for
Illness
a
gover
that
stnike
nment
develo
Cleveland, Sept.
if
ped
it
IS
enforced.
29.—William
pied houses and stealing everyt
significant imitation of quicksand. quarantine station is located
hing
bankrupt, the ease will then so be- Betz has the "telephone habit,
He was with
and in sight. Several
" de- after he was arrested
arrest
s have been
until something was tied to them many soldiers live.
fore Judge BILOY. the schedule of clares his wife, Vine, who
filed suit Cicero Anderson the night the latter. Iffilera
made, but it is Impossible to proffiffilegitielsiliOololstsIs:stoTelfsMoleWs; Then they came out of the ground as
asseta and liabilities will be filed and for divorce today.
Raged for leIghteeit Hours.
She flays that at killed John Mix in a red light saloon
tect,
proper
ty under such conditions.
feat as the canvas tugged in the
a meeting of the creditors called. all henna of the day and night
-—
Worth+ cannot describeithe terrors
she
itEtnwriut NEXT TUESDAY. wind.
Five sailors from a British steamThe case will be decided by Judge Is called to the telephone
of
the
etorm.
Durin
g
the
hour'.
by Betz and
After Mager Trust., .
be- er were clinging to
Fulton also was cut out of the itin- tween 6 p. m.,
a roof that was
Bagby. but it is probable that neith- asked foolish questions. Often,
Thursday and noon.
she
Philadelphli. Sept. 2.p -- As a rewashed aAiore today and three otherary and Barnum's *how went de Friday, trees
Registration day in next Tues.er side will quit till the higher says, he awakens her at midnig
fell and roofs were
ht by sult of the failure of the real estate
ers from the same vessel had been
Teel. to Memphis. From Memphis crushed by the hundre
tler. October 2, Olt that day all
courts have decided the question.
calling up to ask her "If tba mockds. Through drownt•d.
trust company, Receiver Earl will
voters desiring to participate In
the show proceeds east, releasing all the streets
Schedule Is Flied.
ingbird sings." She asks the court to
,
carrie
d
by
the
terrifi
c
enter suit against the sugar trust
the c
Its southern dates. The show has wind, were
lug inn tliCipa I electism
Richard J. Barber, assignee of the force Betz to quit bothering
hurled thousands of
her.
for $5,000,000.
must register. The registration
been losing about $7;000 a day for a pieces
E. Rehkopf ilasIdlery company, has
of slate and tin roofing cor- Dies From injuries' in Prise Rine.
will
be
week
held
or
accoun
in
each
Sc
on
t of the bad niees, shingles and
precinct nt
filed In the County court his schedule
Buffalo. N
. Sept. 29 --FollowIndiana Nominees Leave State.
all kinds of de
tbe regular voting •place tee .
Mrs.T. L. Roder of North Twelfth
of liabilitles and-assets of the concern.
ty weather. and insufficient sidings.
brig. Blinds were torn from fasten- ing a prize fieht held flattAday night _
WaFhIngton, Ind., Sept, 29.— Totweet' the hours of tt a. in. sisal IIe4
street, has returned from a weeks'
The statement shows that the firm day the Democr
ings and whitlows smashed as though at Title. Hotel, Woodlawn
atic and Republican
Beach.
p. in. It Is the duty of every voDr. R. E. Ilearne has returned of tissue paper.
visit to friends in Louisville
has emotes of $69.61141 while its out- candidates for treasurer
'Richard NUtuton, 20 years, old, one
Martin
of
from a visit In Nashville Tenn.
ter to 'secure a certificate. No
standing Indebtedness Is $154.836.35. county
5n>' people were seriously 'Our- of the contestants, died
left on the same train for the
fathom can excuse hunself, if
yesterday•
Of the assets $(1,211 is In stock. west. They will not
Ind cut brffSlitit state and tin.
lett/
return until atInjuries to the brain resulting from
the
electi
on
Kora
contra
ry to hie
The other $28.389 Is accounts. The ter the Novem
ber election, both cana blow behind the left ear are said
opinion, if he does not perfurm
schedule does not incitide as assets dIdate having
s
entered Into a writKale Her Insulter.
this act of, citizenship. There
to have caused the young man's
the $36,000 worth of stock that has ten agreement
to remain west of the
fehlcago. Sept. 29. - Armed with a death. Walter
will be a full Itepublican ticket
It le the daily average circubeen placed by the ,Rehkopf concern Mississippi river.
Robinson, colored, 26
Rain this,afternoon and ProMartin county IF
olio!vet'. Irene Spence cenfronted
In the field in Paducah this, /all,
lation of • newspaper that the
in the public warehouse of W. S. infested with
years old Menson's opponent,
bably tonight with cooler Sunpolitical buzzards. To
was
Samue
l
Clifto
n. who was waiting for
Which Will nimeal to Me better
O'Brien, and for which the American- escape
shrewd ad...flitter investigates-day. Fair and cooler In central
these fellows the rill.' (Atwellher with a keen bladed cleaver, and arrested.
eltenee
et
Nall
of
partite
;
and
will
German national bank holds receipts dates for county
"High Water" days don't [stunt.
and east portions. The highest
- —
treasurer decided on
shot hint dead on a rear porch of a
win, If every voter qualifies by
pledged for about $25,0004 the Redo he slate.
The Sun's daily
temperature reached yesterday
ge last
home.
In
which
Unifo
they
lived.
both
rm Divorce Law.
reglet
Mrs.
ering
WA. Tuceday It. Ida
kopf waters borrowed from the
was 75 and the lowest today OA.
mantas
Eipente.made no attempt to escape.
Another meeting of the national
_ sPreeklea,
he Rot. T. J. Newell returned
;She datoritiedithe oolle. Clifton in- congress on uniform divorce laws
!milted her and when she reeebted be wilt be belt
l
tdeIh a beg i n.
threatened her life.
la tag eleven

Bankruptcy Proceedings Will Not Be Resisted, It Is Understood.

A BATTLE ROYAL IN THE COURTS

Burkrrt

SEVEN KILLED

CAPTURED

IN THE MUD

BREAD FAIN
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•
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•

1

• eiee

PAGE TWO.

T

Irla PAD ETA R

SOME LOCAL ENTRIES yitiTy FRE ittr
IN THE HORSE SHOW YASt STAGE. BROW

Hlei TIME.HAD NOT VET COME.

HIGH TIDIrl.

ere of horses in the events., sad,
there la no doubt that Genre of the
beet purses will go to local people,as
ijree have been preparing fee' OM
Mune since a year ago.
Some of the best of the local horses are shown In the Illustrations accompanying this article. "Fad and
Fancy," a splendid pair of mares
owned by Wynn Tully, will be
beard from in the events they enter.
as will "Rebel Dare," owned by forleer Mayor James Lang. Then, to
"High Tide" should show up some ot
The Mock Dreamer Peery.
the entries. He is owned by J. M.
Samuel Hopkins Adams. lti The
Armstrong, of the city. There is a
string of loreil horses, any of which American Magazine for October, telt.
some wonderful true Merles about
"Dynamite: The Power Untameable."
Correcting a few delimitate he say*:
explosios
"A mention of strange
accidents suggests imvitably the
stock dynamle story which appears
In the papers with a regularity equall
ed only by its surprising geographical distribution. I have seen a scrapbook with clippings from a dosses different localities, sack plandrag the occurrence in a asigbboriae, catlike.
Here It is boiled down to the bone:
"'John
Smith, while blasting
stump. yesterday, laid a Miele of dynamite in a bunch. of hay, aad h:s
horse ate it with the hay. When
remith, on his way home hit the horse
the animal exploded. blowing OP
horse and nean to pieces.'
"This is the Ptuosylvania veesion.
Sat
C
In Illinois it. was a oow, which blew
FAD AND FANCY.
up when milked
la Mississippi it
Over expenses, but this was put into wi:1 compare favorably with the av- was mule. In New Jersey, Colorado
The fund this year, ae it is the an- erage entries in bored shows, and and California. it was a horse. In
nounced intention of the associaeion they will bear watching next week. Filmes. Kansas and Montana, It was
The grounds are heirs( put in good a calf. In Iowa and Missouri it was
to put every dollar back into preinhems for the following year.
condition, as good as the weather at a dog whieh carried the explosive,
. This year the premiums are close present will permit, but by the open- This is that nitrogrycerine is a deadto $1,000, $970 to be eruct. and if ing Wednesday they will be in tine ly
poison, and would kill horse or
the association makes $1,0oo this shape.
The grand stand has been put in with its tall wagging, to drop it at
year, next year it will offer $2.000
In premiuma, as it believes in (hi. good 1'ond,tion, and fifty-one boxes its master's feet. In Kansas again.
way the local show will gain a good have been neatly fitted up for the It was a hoc whieb peeked the dyThe Iowa
reputation and attract horsemen audience. The boxes went with a namite into resentment
rush and today there are eight of and Missouri dogs and the Kansas
from afar.
Some day the association hopes to them left, with the indleations that ben are possibly as true as a good
OWN its own grounds, which will be Obey will go before Monday.
many other wonderful stories from
•
that locality' but there's a fatal flaw
about the dynamite-eating animals.
cow before there was time for the
owner to kick him."
been satiated by Monday and that
all next week .wel be fine weather.
But, they are not alone in the wish.
woman and chikle
as every man
seenedgiy, Is Iptereeted in the event.
The attendance promises to be a
record breaker.
Last year's .hot was a splendid
success, when It is considered it.
was ebaceived almost in a nightetild•
raihroaded through in almost ft
short a space of time. It brought togetber mine of the best horses in
these parts, and stimalated more in.
(crest in the horse than anything ever pulled off in western leentuelepe
The association made jest a little

,
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ItiCelEl. DARE.

Another Handsome Cup For Ladies
in Third Event Next Friday Night
Another y;,Le- up has been placed
in the hands of the horse show directorate
Adelithe. Busch, of the Anbeefier-Bush Bees ng company, has
donated a liandstime award for the
third event teethe night, contest for
the handsomest single or double turnOut driven by a lady. The aseocie' ties offers a cash prize, and already
there are a lore of entries. In this
TO METROP()LIS.

each turaout stands on its
merits, the appearance of the horse
and rig counting 60 points and defying 40. There are four 4-seat boxes
and three 3-seat boxes remaining to
be sold. This makes a total of fit
boxes taken for the show. Decorated,
these will present a magnificent appearance on the opening night of
Paducah's big show.

Pat as a eat.
Mike and Pat worked for a wealthy farmer. They planned to turn
burglars and steal the money which
the farmer had hid in one of the
rooms of his house. They waited until midnight, then started to do the
Job. In order to get the money,they
had to pass the farmer's bedroom
Mate says: "I'll go first, and, if it's
all right, you c.an follow and do just
the same as I." Mike started to pass
the room. Just as he got opposite tiro
door the floor creaked. This awoke
the farmer, who called out, "Who's
there:— Mike
answered with a
"meonw!" (imitating a cat). The
farmer's; wife, being awake, too, said
"Oh. John. it's the eat," and all Was
quiet. Now Pat started to
the
dmar, and as he got soppositerni
P
the
floor creaked again. The farmer celled out again, louder than before.
''Who's there'!" Pat answered, "Another cat." --Buffalo Times.

event

I the arrangements.

His Bridal Present.
A congressman on a visit to New
York the other day called on an old
friend, an alderman down town.
While they were chatting an Italian
couple came in and asked In broken
English if the alderman would unite
them in marriage. The alderman performed the ceremony and after secep tlug the modest fee, politely handed the bride an umbrella.
The congressman observed the
proceedings gravely, and, after the
couple went out, asked:
"Do you always do that. Charles!
"Do what? Marry them' Oh,

tabor to Support Hearst.
That the labor unions of New Yorkeare would vote sellout solidly for
A party of Paducah business men William R. Hearst was the declarawill go to Metropel
Mooday even- tion made yesterday by Secretary
lag to attend a meeting of the Me- Morrison, of the American Federatropolis Commercial club and talk to tion of Labor. He said also that un"No, I mean give the bride a presthe citizen. of the Illinois town about organized labor largely could siIP
ent."
The • will go be boat port Heatet,
immigration
et .1-30 o'eloek returning the aame.
"A present' Why, wasn't that her
night. A large attendant.. Is expect., The perfect human figure should umbrella!" gasped Ore alderman.
ed. Mr Frank Scott is In charge of be equal in height to ten races.
"No it was mine, replied the conBallietel 'Men Will (le to Talk linme
gretion,

I

11113 BIG LEAGUES

What ifir Meanie
rected
had been
Lthletisjtealichneueridto
then wdoird fol-

Man Hung Bead Dowtmarti
fitted especially for such events, but
Held By Splinter.
for a year. or two is satisfied to give
them at Wallace park, and Use the
money made, if any, in additional
premiums, as stated previously.
Wearier Lydon Pound Hear teuepeuth
One attracjive feature of the show
Front tiecturd Loft a ns.u..
the interest taken by local ownitreke Tiverster.

Only because his time had not yet
come was Loss Maritime a bill poster euiployed by the litterback Advertising company, saved front WU
dashed to his death on the Maim at
The Kentucky theater yesterday afternoon. • He was suspended by one
foot, bead downward. when Mauriee
Ledon, the flyman, found him in the
"loft." 76 feet above the stale.
Morrison with Main-rise Lydon was
In the loft when the former stepped
throggh a trap, which he did not
twee*. He uttered a startled *cream
as he fet himself sinking dizzily toward the floor of the triage. a sickenlag distance below. His companion
VMS not within reach, but rushed to
the rescue as hi. saw Morrison's body
shoot through the opening. Lydou
Peered down when lee reached the
spot, expecting to see the lifeless
bode of Morrison huddled at the
foot of the curtain
et eforrison'ir time had not come.
The bottom of one of his trousers'
legs had caught on a splinter and
held him, helpless but safe, until assietaaoe arrived. Lydon drew Morrison back through the trap, unite
jured, though he had been no nerve
death,
•

SUN'

gre""' "3".se-filet:ringe
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Everytklag is in readiness for Paeneah's alli0Ond horse show, and ouly
bad weather can keep it from being
a great success. It has rained BO
much 04 past week that the premeterg ate hoping the elements will hare
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it.
•'I can't," said Harold,"'cause in'
Natioaal Letterer.
pencil's busted."
Philadelphia, 3; Cheerio, 7. Bat
"Why, Harold! What did you say'
tense—Lush and Duoin; Ruelbael
Was wrong with your pencti?"
and Kling.
"It's busted."
,
Boston, I; Cincinnati, 2. Batter
"Dear me! Children, can any of IeW---Doraer and Brown; Ewing sad
you tell neat Harold means? lee
Brooklyn, 5: Pittsburg, 4. Bat
sure he hasn't used the right word."
lip went the hand of little Mar- tortes—Sean:en and Bergen: Brady
I.eveer and Metz,
jorie.
liermerd Urstire.1
"Ah, Marjorie, dear. I thought
Efooklen, 0; Pittsburg,. le Bat
you would know. What does Harold
teriete—Mcinterel and Hinter; Cum
mean!"
nits and illetz.
"He meaueth that hith penthieith
New York, 8; $t. Louie, 2. Bat
buttdcated."-- Indianapolis Star.
taries—C. Mathesesen, 5., Mathew
Ben sad Bresnahan: Beebe end Noe
ee
nen.
The einoree's Retort.
M.'Mahe Cabtil was discussing
America. Lemine.
the talkativh wastes, and tackle-tetraieleveland, It, New York, Z. Biel
ly tired tile following good thing
teriete -Heel and Bemis: Clarksei
teen': a married ample:
and Thomas.
°The wife in the middle of the
Second (Lane..
Meet, was •weitioned
by the loud
Cleveland. 2. New York, I. Bet
enores of her husbaad Ilhe endured teries--Joes and Clitrit; Hogg atio.
Ike horrible racket as long as she Thomas.
could. Then pinclilug the tuan *bareDetrerit, 4: Philadelphie, 7. Bat
Schmidt
terries — Donahue and
ly, see said:
Wombs, Dygert and Berry.
"• Herhert, you'd make leas melee
If you kept your mouth shut.
tie
"Herbert, sleepy and surly, mut- - (Me touch of julep makes
Kintocky.—Octobei
whole world
tered:
Smart Set
"'So would Yeti.'" Young's Magazine.

Che Kentucky

They Make a Row.
A great many of those who are returning from the woods and the
assert with great satiefee set'coa
nigtce
that they have been for weeks "on of the reece of the telephone sett.
the telegrepte and the daily pewee
Bet let these same men and women. It THE EVENT WE'VE ALL Hee
WAITING FOR:
fail to connect with the telephone en!
at least two minutes: let them wee
beyond what they deem ample time
for an expected dispatch, or let Mei'
paper be delayed for say, fifteen minutes, and what • row they make.— @disported by ninny of the urethral
New York Tribune.
New tort Vossipsny lit Ceorge Ade'.
- — - - --Greatest l'ornetly—
Different Then '"rhe Jonese.s are
s.
crowing becross the.r bah
three pounds more than wire, Jon:.
"Well, never
replied John
- • . "e.
"Wait till Jones hes to
114 IIILL fiLeYS
•Ights. with Metre then .•,.,
will hash up."---Mliwitukto 8011111014.
The het play of Its kind eser pre.doted.
114,11eX.

WeakLun s

three e
It et tkie
of a IA
tenjency to weire, twigs in tile fee ,..

s
toral begets up this taking-coita"nh4a-fbnia"te.WIT:)atesreticlit2411.rislii,to-5.•1,..Py,lo4lcue.7eAld.Y('l:!j! t
Cherry Peczumiw
ee-re
your cioctor, the Mary next time you see him, sleet be ileeks
Chcrry Fee-total for weak
,
.
--r--"
4aWW.
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THEKENTUCKY Monday

Night, Oct. 1

Golden Voice
Singer

11
4 AL. H.
IL5ON
dist
:rlatid,
In a Nee Play ei a -ag'frirtic of fkeitz.,

METZ.IN THE ALPS
Management bidn•y P.. Ellis
A Welcome Kay of Alphiue Sunshine
Scenes of hermit la Mr. Wilson new pley : The tiwitz rime! Valley,
The Rugged Peaks of Alps, the Mountsintees Ilene. The icy Crserese
and the great Snow Storm. New tongs and yodels: "My Heaven is
in Vour Ryes." • Wilson's Lullaby," "Swiss Mountain Bit i Yodel,"
"Swags ef Old Melba laud," "Whispering Rf 1114" "Switeeleank."
First 11 rows orchestra $1 eu. balance of orchestra tem:
fast 3 rows of leeway Si.00, next 3 rows of balcony eec, balance of
bale 3127 sec. Gallery ac and ;sc. Seats on sale e at tuday.

uesday Night, Oct. 2

11ACLYN ARBUCLE

The County Chairman

LINS of saw subscribers added by the
8411 eights la New Vogt. 11 week.
Bost Tennessee Telephone Cans.
Iii Chicago.
pen, Today:
Mae teeelu. In licetitu. Eight week.
In Philadelphia.
26114—Dill F., See buuth Twelfth
2.634- -Gordon. Cale. 5., 444 South
MANAGENIENT—JOSEI'll E. 1.I'eFifth.
KETr.
26.3- —"Deb°, Jemmy. 51$ Hesbatitla
6118-a--Vogel. H. le 131 Ken.
tneky avenue.
•773—Ivy A 1, R
D No 1.

WEDDING

AND INVITATION

STATIONERY
It is safe to say no other essential associated

with social cur.tossta is ),idged by a mote exacting standard of pettection Lean are the engray,d
iorrns of Wrdding Invitations and announcements.
Authoritative information as to correct usage,
and absolutely faultless workmanship, give to
the productions of our Stationery and lingrartug 'Section tit; iecognized atamp of uognaltfied
approval.
Our work is absolutely the peer of any of the
famous house of the country, while our pacts
are cousideiably lower.
Spend your money at ht,tue.

The Sun; Both Phones 358

Prices ence anc. nee. 71ec, el. $1 AO
111.641, twee. ton ietle iforiday 111 rent

Like other commodities telephone
service should be paid for according
to its worth and vales.
•
We have In the city over 2,000
subscribers or five times as many se
the Independent company; outside
the city and within the scanty we
Now located at
have 63 times as many subscribers as
the Independent company. Yet we
will place a telephone in your residence at the same rate the IndepeadWe are ready for all kinds of hauling.
tint company, is supposed to charge,
and provide in addition, long distance facilities which will enable you
to reach fifty million people from
SISWELRY
four tome .
Oall 300 for further information.
Mat will chains Wisil delight the
VA ST .'TENNESSEE TELSPHONE Jodie of fine gems. Hinge, BroochOOMP ANY.
es, Ormaanental Combs. Curing,
lirsestets. etc.
I Quit paying rent. Let us build the boast: you pay lor it as you
To Dave Out Malaria
pay rent Vacant lots in all parts of the city, Nice lots on the
and illaild Up the 8
WATCH=
proposed car extension on Broad to union `depot and on Allen
rake the Old Standard OR=
streets from $5o to $350 each. Buy now on installment plan
TASTELESS CHILL TONIC. tag for Ladles Ann etentiensen, In gold,
while cheap This is the highest ground In the city. Property
know what you am taking. The for- silver or gunmetal. Cigarette Cases,
is advancing rapidly.
mula Is pialtily printed oe every bat- Models Boxes, Cigar Cutt‘es, etc. All
McCracken Real Estate 0 Mortgage Co
tle, showing It is simply quinine sad sorts of dainty pieces ef silver for my
Lelliarci n.
,lifiterniveres. lerere.• nerd Mgr. 1-Ihr.r.sa 76ael.
lion in a tasteless form. The quinine "Lady's" dressing table.
drives out the malaria and the iron
builds up the system. Sold by all
MARKEN A WABBMX.
emitter for 27 years. Prim 60 cents.

CITY TRANSFER CO
Olauber's Stable.
TELEPHONF 499

WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME 1

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE SUN TEN CENTS A WEER

This
ilLt
Cheer
You
WRITS US ?REILLY
and frankly, In etre:Met confidence, telling al your
trouble., and Mating year age. We Will net you
TM ADMIX.* Penn seated envetope, and a valuable book en "Morns Treatment* elianien."
Address: Ladies' Advisory Department The
Chattanooga Medicine Co.„ Chattanooga, Tenn.
0 al

Woman, If Your Trouble
Is the same as that from which Ruby Farley, of Middletown, Calif., sutfered, the stpry of her cure will cheer you. She writes: '-I suffered for
one year from interruption. of my periods. I took several medicines, and
went to a doctor, but nothing helped me, until I took Cardui, which relieved
me, and now I feel well and strong. I am very grateful for the good that

CARDU1

Woman's
Relief

has done for me, and shall always praise it." pi)
It Is a specific remedy for diseases of women,
67"-N
due to functional derangements, and by its
gentle, curative action gives you strength where you most need It. Cardui relieves or cures periodical headache, backache, falling feelings, etc.

At Every Drfig Store In $1.00 Bottles

4
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etel'Tielliit3t 29.

H. Love, of N9,vf 14,00. and ma Is_
Haynie, of Gallatin. ifsen.,efftio
will be her guest during the week.'
Mrs. ()verge A. Flournoy will en
tertein Saturday awning in home
of her guests, Mrs. Gus Thomas, of
Mayfiesid, and. Mies Mary Sketnngton
of Nasheille.
ourrksii ituii, Too fear.
There will be severaeother informFrenkfort, Ky., Sept
29.—The
al parties, and probably one or two court of appuels. by
Judge Barker,
.iziore larger alleles during the week, reversed the Boyle c.reitit
THE LOIN(W LOVE.
Myrtle Greer, Martha Davis, Lillie
court in
'the dates for which have yet to be tee Jung arestseog
company vs. the
May Winstead, - Elizabeth
Atkins, fixed. The theater, too, will
be
the
Never mind, my deeds—
comumowealth. Appellants were inFannie Coleman, Bella Coleman and
bourse: of diversion, and withal, the dicted and fined, for violation
There's blessee for the poor;
Elizabeth Sebree.
of Secweek
will
be
a
gay
one in the social tion 576. Kentueky statutes, for fallWhen Joy file* in the window,
in.
real
Let sorrow out. the door!
ing to Owe the word "incorporated"
Skiddoo Arty.
under labels on beer bottles. This
Mr. Mel Byrd, Jr., of West TriteAlong the shadowed laigeertay
The Muskat Drill,
court holds that the words "panted
Isle street, entertained twenty-three
One of the prettiest features of the or advertising matter" is not to. be
We meet with thorny foes,
.of his friends Wednesday evening on
Yet we may have; my dearie,
hits twenty-third birthday in honor show Past year was the Musical Drill, extended to labels on the articles of
The riches of a rose.
of Miss 3fible Gough, of Henderson, eset.d the promoters decided on thie merchisodiee sold -that it reales to
Ky., a visitor In the city. The color feature as one of the attractions letter-heads and advertising matter.
ragain this year about the first thing. Similar indictment's are pending in
Never mind the trouble-scheme of yellow and
white Was
Skies 11 soon be clear:
prettily carried out. Dainty re- On account of the inclement weather, many countless of the state for alhowever, the couples who will ride leged simile( offenges.
•
Life is but In living'
freahments of ices and punch were
bays' had very few practices, but there
For other lives, my dear!
served during the-eveulug. In a conis ample time before
Confederate Veterans,
—Frank Stanton.
Wednesday
test Miss Restate Lane *on the
night, when the feature roMrs of. te•
Louisville, Ky., OW e9 -At the
young ladies' prize and Mr. George
.perfect It, Those who wfileelde hi annual state retinlog_of Confederate
"All Roach Lead to Rome."
Holliday the gentleman's. The guest
the drill are Mr Gus Tesemand veterans 1st Kentech3. held at the
And all social channels are con- !tut Included: Misses Cable
Gough. Miss Martha Davis; W. I. Sturte- Home at Pewee Vallee today,
verging toward the horse show. The of Henderson, iC,y., Cora
the folRichardson, vant and Miss Frances
close of the week finds the show Claire St. John, Caroline
Wallace: lowing utlicere were elected: Bennet,
Ham, Mary Frank Darla apd
Miss
well in hand with every feature near Barry, Irene Curd, Floyd
Marjorie H. Young, re-elected, waivr goner,.
SwIft, Ed- Scott; Zack Bryant
and Miss May isin•.* et. Rogers, Paris, general of
matured excellence. Monday night, as Kaden, Nell Barry, Maybelle
Bey- Davie: Mr. and Mrs Henry
the sale of the boxes indicated a er, Resale Lane. Mary
Rudy; First brigade; W. J. Stone, general
Byrd and George Thompson,
Jr., and Miss of Second brigade; Doilei Thornton,
more widespread interest, and from Messrs. Dudward Sutton,
1A'atson Ethel Sights: illehard Scott
and Mies general of Third brigade. and 11. B
a pecuniary point of view, the sale Cockaton.
dward
Curd, Oswald Gene Morris; Will
Rudy and Miss Johnsoa, of Lexington, general of the
nearly trebled last year's rereipts Cheek. James Davis. Allen
Wolff, Henri Aleott; Waiter Iverson
and Fourth brigade.
from the same source.
George Holliday, Marshal Puryear,
Miss Mary Cave; Mr. and Mrs John
Their will be many visitors in Russell McLean and Howard
Shel- S. Bleecker; 0. L. Gregory and Mrs.
the city—charming vialtors, and ma- too.
Anyhon 'sweetnesslion,
•
George Illoarnoy; Mr. and Mrs. C.
ny are known here by former visas.
Just after the day's session of the
L. Van Meter; Gem*, Smith and investigation of affairs at. the EastA world of small affairs may be exRetroion.
Miss ask.111.40110: George C. Wal- ern Kentucky Insane asylum had
peeled during the week, while the
adMee J. M. Buckner gave an intro- lace, Jr., and less Elisabeilr
Boswell journed J. F. Wallace, an ex-attendreception and the grand ball stand ductory
reception Thursday evenieg W. J. Dias and Mrs. Taylor Fisher:
onteweethe central events.
at her home on Jefferson street to James Utterback and.Miss Willianset- ant who caused the investigation,
brought in the most important witThe vitality which society has her guest,
Dr. A. H. Flowers, of ta Janes; Jos. L. Friedman and Miss
day. This man, John
been storing up throughout the sum- Heston.
Dr. Flowers was the brother Jeanette CerntraeM: Dr. H (1 Rey- ness of the
Karigozian. said be had seen
mer fairly will scintillate next week. of the Hey.
paGeorge A. Flowers, who nolds and Mass Frances Certer.
tients choked and beaten and had
If the weather man but will "smile was
pastor here many soars ago at
Protested vainly. The Investigation
and look .pleasant." there will be 00 the First
Christian church. The reThe Cliildrieee Features.
late adjourned uutil linen the grand
limit to the success
of the horse ception was given
that t'he old
The children's features of the Jury meets.
show.
chorch members might meet the%
Horse Stow this year are going to be
Among the vialtors who have re- former pastor's
brother. The colorr better
than last year, and that 's
Into Bankruptcy.
sponded to the invitation
may be scheme Of red and white was
car- saying a good deal. itjwilefer, with
Hickman, Ky., Sept. 29.-- Abeitt
mentioned: Mrs. Frank 0. Watts, of ried out in
the decorations and
lust year's work to guide them, the a week ago the Ellison Mercantile
elashville; Mrs. J. H. Lane
of Ices.
committee has been able to work up company. which
Mound City, Ill.; Mrs. J. H. Love. of
was incorporated
—4)—
sae, beeler features
New York; Mrs. Leon leenieon, of
All of the chil- tor $60,000, the largest firm in this
In Honor of Birthday.
dren's ivents sell be Friday of the place, having four stores,- merle an
Cairo; Mrs. Jake Corbett, of Wicklife; Mrs. Lucy Stark, of Bowling; Miss Mary Byrd entertained I last week, and the list of entries is a assignment for 850,000. A day Or
elPITALleT, t I I itt I;
City Clothing
Green; Mrs. Charles Petler. of Cai- t•vestug at her borne on Trimble very large one. There ate about two ago the Iselin .
OF PRETTY GIRLS, Mee.
tereet,
In
honor
her
of
twenty
birthday. The
entriteres -the eding event for conliMilY said the Brai Ciebing comro. and from Marion, Ky.; Mrs. I.
L. Wilson. Mrs. Horace Sayre, Miss! even*" was delightfully spent with the best boy and the best girl rider, pany, of Louisville, threw the com- '4' !••
games
and other happy diversions and fully that many in the flower pa- pany into bankruptcy.
Kitt Gray, Miss Blanche Haase:
fro
Father-in-Lew
Clarksville Tenn., Mrs. Gus- suggested by the hostess. tn the rade. The flower Parade will, probof Rear Admiral*
Converselion," ably, be the prettiest event on the
tav
Whiting and Amy OM era—
arneken. Mrs. Gay Johnson game of "Penny
Brother Wonted Wife.
ante Mrs. Anne Berryman and Miss NI:Sei Allie D. Foster captured the entire program, and all this week the
Fa moue.
Richmond. Ky., Sept. 29.--NaMayme Tate Chapman, of Morgan- young ladies' prise and Mr. Spencer little televise have been hard at work than Tudor, last Meat shot and killStarks
the
geatletnen's. Delightful decorating their ,rigs for it, asalated. ed his brother. Marlon. Tudor says
field Mrs, Easel Hirle, of Geltatin,
refreshments were served at the con- of course, by the lorgnettes and
TOO.
Marion eame to his house and Insultclusion of :he game.
Honolulu, Sept
eiders.
22.—WIng Ah
• ed his wife. ,She told her husband.
—s)—
--eb-Among those entering are Susan He secured a gun and killed
Fong, the well-known Chinese capihis
Mrs. Ms-Canelleee Entertains.
Hone. show vseitoes.
Porter Sieeth. the daughter of Mr. brother He was not placed in jail, talise who was known to fame deftIn a delightful
pleasant card
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Love, of New James P. lileeth, and only two and is being allowed a ghard.
ly &s the father of thirteen beautifial
Party, Mrs. John W. McCandless en- *met, will be the -rests of Mr. and half years old; Anna Webb Phillips,
daughters, all of whom have betertained Monday afternoon at her Mrs. R. B. Pbelips at their country daughter of Mr. and 'Mrs. R. B. Philcome the Wives of men of promiWas Wrong elan.
home on ,West Jelferson street in home. Mr. and Mrs. F. 0. Watts also lips, three years of age; Leaa Utternonee, four having married into the
Henderson,
Sept.
29.—
A
KY.,
compliment to Miss Susie McCand- will visit Mr. and Mrs. Phillips,
back, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
American army and navy, died In
young
negro
who
ma,,
was
arrested Chins on Tuesday, September
less, of New York. The house was
Mrs. Anne Berryman of Clarke- James Utterback. three year old, and
2e.
Wednesdaf
night, suspected of News
here
decorated in white and green, ,roses vele. Tenn., will visit Mrs.
to this effect was recelveditere
Campbell Virginia Wright. daughter of Mr. being Godfrey Ray,
who killed Mar- today.
and ferns Meng conspicuous. There Flournoy,' •
IF1121E,
"E
anifleriv. W. R Wright.
EAU esTATe I-11.110E LAST
were eight tables with a plate .of
Next Saturday afternoon all the shal John C. Dickerson. of Trenton.
Mrs: Latvia Haynie. of Gallatin,
Tbe name of the Ali Fong family
Ky.. an September 9, proved to be Is known
mints in the center and covered with Tenn., will visit Mr. and Mrs.
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
in every capital
John children In the events will be enter- the wrong man.
'
green cloth. The first prize, a Japa- S. /Needier.
tained at Th• Pines by the committee,
world, and espeeitle in the
nese ease.'was won by Miss Clara
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DON'T BE FOOLED
Beer is being served
without the label. If
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BEI:NE-DERE, the
master brew,look for
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husband 1O5'ntinually ears her up by
telephone She would have a better
show, if he called her thorn that
way.
Considering the way some people
talk, one is Inc'l'ined to believe language is intended as a substitute
rather than a diegulee for thought

PRADENTAIS IffinENTSIN

'HOUGH'S ENOUGH,
EVEN OF WEATHER

Campbell Was preset* or not.
The trial of Goalie Graves, • negro woman, charged with petty larceny, was continued.
Sam Barker, a negro, was fined
$10 and coats for a breach of peace.
lOreenign Torten. Charles Thomas,
Ben Satterfield, VS'oodie Williams,
Wesley Pendleton, negroes, charged
with disorderly conduct, were dismissed and Instructed to quit the
habit of loitering around saloons,and
offering their services as referees
and assIstays In fiats.

PLOT IN CASTLE
OF RUSSIAN CZAR

V(Htle (SF THE PFX)PLE.
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A GYPSY WEDDING.
continuous performance that has Eva Webb for $53.50 claimed due on day forced their way into the military the time of the service of the at- will *loch at the Littlevillee melee*
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DEATHS OF A DAY

I.

SHOW WINDOWS

IN THE COURTS

•

A

THE PADUCAH FIVENINu stiN
People and
10144seassi groats

TIPS.'

RIVER XI Ws
Itiver Stages.

We will open tonight at 6 o'clock.

Parties sending in accounts of social entertainments will please alga
them, as The Nan null not publish
commualoations sent in that are am
Bidned•

Cairo
Chattanooga
Cincinnati
Evansville
Florence
Johnsonville
Louisville
Mt. Carmel
Nashville
Pittsburg .
Davis Island Dam
St. Loeis
Mt. Vernon
Paducah

ell..5
3.8
9.1
8.3
8.1
10.1
4.1
1.3
13.6
5.9
2.8
12.0
7.0
10.6

0 r.
0.7
0.2
1.0
'.1.4)
0.4
00

rise
fall
rise
rise
rise
fall
it'd

WANTED-At once, good girl, to
cook and do general house work in
family of two. Good wages to good
girl. Apply 1442 Broadway today.
NOW lilt THE acceptedtime for
you to look about your fire and turned() insurance, as fall and winter are
coming. Remember the old and reliable Friedman Insurance Agency.
Office No. 128 South Third street. Of
lice telephone No. 940.
Residence
Phone No, 1581. We represent some
of the oldest and best insurance companies, which are paying their losses
promptly. We protect your interests,
and you better be safe than sorry
Give us a call.
WANTED- Boarders at The lei:

KEKKIMIiKKICIffh%1%%%163106%30%11306301001391
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DID U KNOW?
That the heat units in a HEATING
STOVE is what counts in heating
cold air? A stove may put forth its
best efforts to serve, but lacking in
heat units, can only heat a little
space around it.

Registered dit the Palmer today
9. 1
rise
are: Z. T. Conner, Trenton, Tenn.;
0 2 rise
('. B. Rocket. et. Louis; J. M. Quinn,
0.0 st'd
Louisville; G. et. Pleratt, Cincinnati;
41.0 it'd
J. H. Wilson, Martin, Teng.; R. C.
0.4 rise
Barrie, Lake Charles La.: F. Z.
0.6 rise
Crawfor, Chicago; H. G. Garber,
0 3 rite
Centralia, Ill.; J. V. Gill, Columbus,
0.; P. H. Hartman, New York; .1.
Rain and a little more rain, is as
N. Manning Bostoni J. T. Morgan,
much the story at the wharf as anyPrinceton; J. B. Hasick, Bt. bouts.
where. The river is rising under the
Belvedere: Guy leolingsworth, St. general and heavy fall. the
blinks Iasi114
gauge
bele:ire
Ilastf-te&/
(
1
4
Louis; W. L. Reed, Evansville, Ine.: this morning registering
a stage of
lbw Rim
_
Wear Store.
W. C. llinnehan. Evansville; Bruce
HEATING sad stove wook treat
10.6, a rim of 0.3 In the last 24
317 Mahar
g'ADUC
Corbin.
Lexington; H.' J. Hugger, hours. The rainfall was .60 inches, Livia, both *hones 487.
317 'midway
Chattanooga; T. H. field, St. Louis; in the same period. The boats are
FOR RZNT-L-One aide of Store
exW. H. Whittemore, Toledo, 0.; Capt.
Are made with heat units everywhcre.
periencing the usual difficult condi- 428 Broadway. Phones 1618,
M. McLane, Pittsburg. Pa.; M. J.
tions following a hard rain, the
The larger stoves have very powerFOR RENT- Oue large front
721 Husbands street. Mr. Hamilton Frisch, Memphis.
banks are thick with mud making
is also ill suffering from exposure
room at The Inn.
Jimmie, the little son of Mi. Will unloading and loading
ful
circulation features also, making
distasteful
Incurred at the long fight with the Holt of the Fissure Station neighL0C4l LINES.
--W
-ThNfirti-- Room-mate fly a rework.
it
easy
for HART'S STOVES to do
stubborn blase at the McKnale borhood, in 111 of ingammation of
With only on. rourter and with fined young man -at The Inn.
plant in Mechanicsburg
the bowels.
the
the mates, clerks, cabin boys and
work, which is the reason they
FOR SALE- Thirteen-room house.
-Do not be deceived.. Bradley
Mrs. R. E. Moebell and little son other officers acting as musters,
the modern
use
so LITTLE FUEL and LAST
eoeveniences. Old phone 464.
Bros. are sole agents for Carterville, went today to.Vielisburg Miss.. to Dunbar arrived at 3 o'clock
-For Dr. Pendia", ring 416
this
visit Mrs. Molehell's sister. Miss Bee- morning from Evansville.
-C. L.. Brunson & CO. have mov- III., washed coal. Phone 829
so
LONG.
The crip- -FOR RENT- -Nice furnished rooms
--A large delegation from l'airo tle Roesch and Mien Mary Marlett, pled crew made the boat many hours 408 Washington, old phone 2500.
ed their Bower store to 529 Broadtall attend the immigration couvea- who have been visiting Mrs. Moshell, late as the freight could not be hanway.
CLEANING and pressing neatly
accompanied her to their home in dled rapidly and keep up the other
-Our storm Toggles for school tion Thursday and Friday, according
done. James Duffey, old phone 718-r.
Vicksburg.
Mrs.
Moshell
Cairo
the
papers.
to
afterward duties also. This morning the Dunchildren are a great protection. frOci
W A NTED--Posi t Ion in doctor's
--When you order a rig from us will go to Rodney. Mhos., to visit.
bar succeeded la gettt
:
d souse tnen
to $l.'n
Rudy, Phiilipis & Ce.
Mies
Address 0, care Sun.
Marie
Wiley. or Poplar to unload and left t
y over 24
-The stores of MI Jewish PeoPloa you are talking to one of the proare cloaed today on ac.coutit of Tom prietors or capable eierks (not a Blitff. Mo., will arrive next week to hours late. It is the tame old tale. fOR SALIC--Nice harness horse.
visit Mr, and Mrs. Will Wright on The rousters for some reason
will Apply 1720 Madison.
Kippur. a day of atonement.
driver or hostler) who writes files and Ninth
street, during the horse show. not work. In the Tennessee river
- It's wkked to let the children fills the order at appointed time. Pal• FOR RIDNT-Four rooms upstairs.
Misses Annie Taywoed and Belle which goes through the cotton belt.
wade to school without rubbers. mer Transfer company.
415 South Third street.
Moore
will
leave
in
the
morning for the picking seasonn'aecountable to
Keep their feet dry with a pair we
PORoltENT- Best business cei----Worten's proposition requires their home in
Chattanooga. Tenn-, a certain extent. '-but
will sell you at 40e to 76c -Rudy.
ah‘t
r tio, the Ohio
net In Brookport. Ill. Address Jas.
no money to start you on a home. See after visiting Mrs. F. Morthiand.
of unless the lobate()
corn crepe
Phillips & Co.
ad
Joints street.
have assimilated li la se number of R. Hull; firecikport, Ill.
-We guarantee to please you
-Col. Hugb Boyle is extremely. ill
Miss Mettle Mulvihill Is confined the river hinds; their absence must --FOR 131114.---e +1
a bergain. Four
with Old Taylor, Ky.. Lump coal. of malarial
fever at his home on to her home on Twenty-second
street be attietbdeed Simply to a desire not room cottage, 1392 North Thirteenth
Phone 339 Bradley Bros.
Clark street between Fourth
and by Illness.-Cairo Bulletin.
to work.- While the rousters stand street. Apply on premises.
Startling but true, 3,000 sch2o1 rut') streets.
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most anything, this weather Is
children in Paducah, 2,94n, howevIr,
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_it requires no money to buy a
•niceigh
evea
make
to
thesis
prefer
Notroce,
bad wet feet the Pest 5 days- We home from
males go to "Shorty's" Ill 1/s South good piano tuner in tills city, Mr E
Worteu Bee act
A "IN-fame" Allen inv.,
The Palmer House barber shop is :4, be under shelter. to running
can remedy at small
T. Bourque:. formerly head tuner of
cost.
Rudy,
Third or 117 North Fourth
-Big free moving picture show at closed
rain
in
Around
the
over
slippery
and
on account of the reconstruce
"Private"
Phillips &
Allen. of 1(18.i.;
a Cincinnati firm, has decided to 'loWallas* Mirk tonight.
muddy banks, carryitg bogie which
HICKORY WOOD-- Phones. Old
tion of the Palmer House, but
while in congreee was fond of to
--Miss Lora &rendes is coollsied
will
cate
here.
All
receive
orders
will
weigh them down to the knees In the 442, New 618. Delivered promptly.
-Worten wilt sell you a home open In about tea days where
to her bed with an attack of rheumathe
Prompt attention. Satisfaction guar- about a line old gentleman dos
without a cash payment. See ad
wrIGnir room formerly- was
E. E. Bell a Sons.
tism.
I ask mud.
anteed. Headquarters at
Miller's Tupelo whose habit wit., to sit 4.0 a
Worten
own
and
-Rent
from
Kentucky
The
is
loading
the
at
all
my
friends to call and see me in
- -We have rubber boots for boys.
FOR RENT- Three unfurnished piano store, 520 Broadway. Resi- dry goods box and talk
your
home.
See
own
Ad.
„polities. His
wharf
the
for
Tennesto
out
start
the new shop. We will be Male to
Misses and children.
Myles and
rooms for housekeeping. Apply at dence 'phone 1446
hobby was that the office should sick
-tNews has been received here give you srat-c:aas assivfee.
sizes, $1,25 to $2.25. Rudy PhilThanking see river this evening at 6 o'clock., 1107 Monroe street.
-t-VANTED. F0'11. e. S. ARMY.- the man and not the
that Mr. Martin Stephon, of Header- all for their patronage
This was the day for the Henry
man the effete,
/ lips & Co.
I am very reeon, Ky . is no better. lie is suffer- spectfully,
Harley to arrive from EvansvIlle.but --ViTAN'rED --Several good steady Able-bodied unmarried men.between and he waxed eloquent in the discus-Don't fall to bring the 'clkildree
ing from blood poison setting in a
.11e E
ille schedules have been boys in prfnting department. El E ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United sion of his cliesen theme.
J B MCNSEY. Mgr
Finally le
to see the [tinny moving pictures at
sore. Mr. P. M. Stephen, of Broad
taifted unavoidably forward a din. Sutherland Med. Co.
States, of good character and tem- determined to become a candidate
Wallace park every night this week. street Is at his bedside
The Bottorff is expected to arrive -FOR R
j
The Typhoon.
inn tuned perate habits, who can speak, read himself and went nut upon an elec---Born. to Mr. &lad MP- cbaries
-City subscribers to the Daily
from Nashville Sunday night and room with all
conveniences, 837 Jef- and Write English. For Information tioneering tour. When his friends
itodfus yesterday, • flue nine-pound Sub who wish the delivery of their
In one of his most stirring ballads wait over till Monday noon before
ferson street.
apply to Recruiting Office, New Rich- twitted him about his change
baby boy.
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papers stopped must notify our col- Kipling puts Into the mouth of the :caveats for Clarksville.
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-AfTliis.
mond House, Paduceh, Ky.
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--Mr. and Mrs. Gouts Schaffer, of
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East Wind the swaggering boast:
The Russell Lord is expected out
direct
requests
lectors
their
make
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stables Tue,tlay. Oct. 2 to 6th, with
• Twelfth and Madison streets, have a
W A NTE.D--Trust wort hy man
to be around SO that the office may find
to The Son Mike. No attention will Look -look well to your shipping' If the Tennessee river today with a bard of Shetland ponies. Dr. D. 0.
girl baby born Thursday night.
man.age branch Glace and, distribut- hlm "-Exchange.
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for
company.
Ayer-Lord
Tie
the
By
the
breath of my mad typhoon
given
when
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to
be
touch
paid
Melton.
-Dr. J. V. Voris. dentist. 200 Fraing depot for large maaufacturer.
The beautiful rain practically. ham
swept your close-packed Prays and
our carrier*. Sun Pub Co
ternity buildiag.
oispeacied operations around lithe -FOR SAt.E-L-Iliesy terms. I ace Salary to start with $1,500 for tbet
beached
your
best
at Wowloonl
-Mr. LAMIlie Stepbon, who kas
"Very well, sir," erlisd Dr Kwack,
-Mist Alys Hovious„ of South
docks and ways. It ts expected to-get houses to Northview addition nee first year. payabie monthly, sad PiTenth street, ire suffering from a been tit forneveral days, is reported The teeing }inks, behind lee and the the Harvester arid Sport*'
r . Wet street nee 'Item W. D. Greer ts& enosadissioast A,ail expenses. Ap- after his quarrel with the underracing seas before
plicants. must have good references taker, -I'll make you sorry for this"
broken arm. sustained in faillig no !meter.'
week at the ways and boats-1m me 627 Broadway.
-Free moviag pieture show at I raped your richest roadsteads--1
&ad $1041 eash, capital metered. Exfrom the door at her home.
"What are y
going to do,"
en111' their placer will come soon afMOUSE AND LOT for sale-- Los
Address Man- sneered the
perienee unnecessary
--All this weex. Free moving pie: Wallace park all this week.
plundered Slegapore!
ter. Deeptee the weather the wharfundertaker. "retire from
40:16/1.
four
house,
room
420
Souni
phamtelphia
ufacturer, P. 0 Box 711, Chicago,
-W. W. Ramage, of North Fourth
tures at Wallace park.
boat was a busy place this morning.
practice"Press
12th. Price $600. For particulars see ill.
The Dick Fowler got swap-on
With scarcely the change of a
--Kr. and Mrs. Clarence itiliman of street, is III of 'Malarial fever
Mrs.
Lisale
Ray,
420
South
12th.
Osteopath,
400
Gilbert.
-Dr.
1WANTED-First-class harness cutEiey, Minn., are parents of a eiri
word the lines might serve as a time with a full crew and fair tunCOOK AND HOUSE MAID WANT- ter, all kinds of harness makers, volbaby. The mother von tormerty Miss Broadway. Pleats 196.
bulletin of today's tidings from e:me this morning for Cairo.
ED-Reliable cook and competent sr curlers sewing machine operators
-Capt. J. W. Bush was reported
Nellie Eubanks, daughter of MOS. J
Kowloon and the nearby max and
house maid wanted
Best wages. on collars. • man to run stuffing
D. Subsets, of Sixth and Harrison much better at limithland torte%
OOirinl Forecawbs.
shores-- New York Tribune.
Apply 433 North Seventh street.
One or two office rooms, with en,
-Mr. L. H. Adams, of mithiond,
machine. capable of repairlag his
streets
The Ohio at Evanorsille and Mt.
Maly reception room. 8u table en
is seriously sick.
-The Sun °Mee Is prepared
FOR SALE CHEAP-One seat. machine: steady work to sober and
Vernon. will eontinge rising during
physician or demise Reasonable.
industrious workers; best mimic,
-One load of our coal will matte
two
wheel
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cart,
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tarnish the very latest things In me
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harthe next two days. At Paducah, not
N. 11, MFRS • - 6 ci Broadway
in the country. Open
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best
paid;
eem,
braes
mounted
nearly
all
new,
graved or printed calling card, esti you as advertiser for us. Bradley
much change during the next 24
shop aed no strikes. Write at once
Invitations of any sort, and is mak- Bros. Phone $211.
hours. At Cairo will rise slowly diir- Call be seen at the Tully Livery Co.
Southern Saddlery Co.. Chattanooga
Bruce M. Barnard.
Mr. and Mrs. C D. Rodfua, of
- lug special prices now.
ng the next 24 house
LOST- Small, Negri & Meyer Tenn.
The Tennessee from Florence to
--The infant of Mr Lige Wilson. Third street and Kentucky avenue,
t it- Nit* VETERINARY Hospithe mouth, will probably continue Jewelry box containing watch fob
of 631 Adams street is strffering from are parents M a boy, born yesterday
Wheatpainful burns, caused by std1111111 car- morning.
Close falling.
with buckle. Left on postolince desk tal, Feeley & Fisher, veterinary surECLIPSE
-Our customers Sr. our best adThe Mississippi from Chester to Saturday. Finder return to Carnegie geons and dentists. Special facilities
bolic acid on itself.
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79% Cairo. will rise slowly during the library and receive reward
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Announce thst. they have reS. Third, Old phone 457. Superior
primary expenses, Sifree. There
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Bridge work a specialty. All
work guaranteed. Zaclestre asset
moved to
are two caedidetes for the office of
fie
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suit
grades of plate work that will
for /lore stone aide wire tires, the
attorney general and the primary asLead.
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you. Painless extraction of teeth. All
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best rubber tires marts.
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e. F. I.
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15-horse power. Fairbanks Morse en
DR. KING BROOKS. Dentist. Sixth
gine. Stye 1ex53. stern wheel. Will
and Broadway.
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exchange for real estate. James R.
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Don't for a moment
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think of letting the ChilButter-20c It
strayed to Richmond on an excurARRANT ISSUED AGAINST THE
ry and concrete work a specialty. sion, and who, as his holiday proIrish Potatoes-Per be. 70e.
H %YES DRUG COMPANY.
dren go to School during
The Iciest exquisite creation
Office 126 South Fourth, Phone 490 gressed, beeanits rather hilarious,
Sweet Potatoes-Per hu fiete
of Matson Violet (prot.oanced
the sloppy weather of the
Residence phone 1227. Prompt atCountry Hams- 16c. lb.
grew over confident of his own greatVe-e-lay)of Paris It has retention
to all estimates.
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next
nem.
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B. H. Scott Wimp Suit to Collect
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1114113 Rent From Concern Before
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It is remarkable frer Its per.
price.
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Rubof
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Corn, dOe bu
ant, Magistrate Emery placed .1.,hri
Shorthand, Typewriting etc.., only humor. He slowly picked himself up
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pany.
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Beninese College, 314 1-2 Broadway. boasted.
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size.
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"Gentlemen,"
he said. "I am
is predicted that the alleged indebted- $16. Fancy northern clover $16.
so nom 1711
f 111 at swim"
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HART'S HEATERS'

i

Prices Low
OK 0. HART & SONS CO.

•

For Rent-Office

TODAY'S MARKETS 1

SKATING RINK

Rudy. Ptillirs & go.

yoe

PARRISH te PARRISH
J EW_E_LE_RS

VEL-DOR

DISTRESS

A New, fascinating Odor

D. H.
Baldwin & Co.

PIANOS and ORGANS

VEL-DOR

40c, 50c to
75c.

R. W.WALKER CO.

W. TI!A IL hone!.114,& BRO.I
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PEOPLE'S LOBBY
FOR WASIIINGT(hi beat t

or for their enactment itite I Ave"
-I d 1,•••,,1(1 ,,l' l h.' OM
...11 ••
a ,-,
vied acts of lVer AetlittOr dui rOpre
V aditatbri in
lit avsesiss f etti ,43 t ,
link°
la
correspor
and ill Agatth
and to
e
ple,qf tg,,. KAM 44 o1
any eungresellonal distmc''''t.•
'"It al:I be of greet service to the
Hall to Supervise Legislation square,
honest member of congress in Compiled Concerning
Railhis legislative work. The People's
In t'ongress.
roads in United States,
Lobby will prepare etatistics and intortuaRon for the use of senators
and repreeentatives, to enable them
Movement on elm( Whereby Every more effectively to support legislation
lwr of Owe, l'aseengers, Train.
In tbe wattle intereat, and to oppose
Bill her...Mice %%in Be limpets,
Inca and Caustabike isi Festal
vicious measures. Hereafter, thy
cif Critkally.
View of 11555.
• member of congress need not rely for
slat:sties and Information, as he has
had td do in the past, on matter pre114
STRICTLY
NON-PARTISAN pared by the bureaus maintained by ABOUT INTERS
TATIs: COMMETU'E.
special interests.
"The People's Lobby will confdllute a national • buolau of PublidlY,
New York, Sept
29.—eSticcess Whose purpose wIl; he to het,.
Washington, Sept. 29.— Every mom
the
Maigaiene," publisked is Hits
baii people tally info:Need as to the'o0c- her of congress, every agent of
a
undertdien the formation of a Perm - hl acts of their eletted repreeetita- casualty company, every
shipper, evAMOK bureau to be maintained at t!ven at the nation's capital. The or- ery stockholder, every
banker, all
WiiiskIngton diaries the sea-ions of gan:tett:in
will work
with and politicians. and
William Jennings
courted', and to be known as the through the press associations and Bryan, should read, Orst the abstract
the special newspaper correspond- of the statistical report of
People's Lobby.
the interA governing committee is being ents at Washington, and will give aid state commerce commission for 1905
to periodkals bind magazines which and then the full report.
formed, which s.ill be composed of
seek reliable and authoritative infor
There were 49,713 passenger cars
msm pronthient in different depart- ;nation as
to the wort of congress.
In service in 1905. Imagine all these
meats of life. To this .iotuntittee.
"The People'. Lobby is not In the cars in one gigantic train 500 mites
whIligi organized, the entire whir& remotest image a movement looking In length with thirty-four passengers
sad management of the People's Lob- for the formation of a new politica' in each ear. Let that train proceed
by will be intrusted. Already alcept- Party."
from one place to another, it matters
------ --- little where, and, according to WV
anees have been received from ?.h:.•
SAGE HEIR IN SOLDIERS' HONIE commission's itatistics, one person
folloaing:
out of the 1,375,8,54 will get killed
——
ift M. Alien, secretary of the Harrwhile one out of every 70.655 will get
%4
'mil of
state pure food cornmissien; &mute Agar I elate% of Ranker.$4
The chances of being killed
Rto liat t•rmovael,- Gees
,
000.
L. Clemens t."•)lark twah
Franon a train are therefore infinitesimal
cis J. Henry, spec!al goverone-31K04while the chance of being injured is
Mileatikee, Sept. 29.-- An
heir less really than while walking about
scutor in the Oregan land fraud cam;
under the will of Russell Sage is an
the streets. But imagine. If •yoo
Samuel McCune Lindsay.. sec.•sta:y of
lumate of the soldiers' home. He is
Please, a train aufliclently long to 'a,
the national child labor enunetteei
Niel Clierpiu, a veteran 7.5 years' of commodate the 735,1434.667
passe
John Mitchell. president of the United
age, viho Is a nephew of the deceas- Mrs carried in the fiscal year of lee.
knee Workers of America; Henri;
ed banker. His reialluasbip was This train would travel 32 Wile fe
Reach Nes-dhatn. journalist; James
brought out by an application of his the total pas-enger mileage was 2.:
B. Reynold*, joist author of tn., Neillson, Charles Z. Chapin. of the New 804,140,436 miles. While it was
Reynolds meat Inspectioa tepok:
York World, for the appointment for traveling 32 miles 441 pasangers
Lincoln Steffens, associate editor of
would be killed AO . 90110 Injured.
his father on the ground that he Is
"The American Magazine:" Benjamin.
Of these 341 would be killed and 6,not capable of Dandling his estate. 053
ide Wheeler, preedent of the linty-rinjured because of collisions and
Mr. Cliapla, urvIer the agreement derailments.
This monster trait:
atty of Cantors's. and William Alien
White, editor "The Gazette," Em- with Krs. Sage, will receive $50.- would be manned by 54.817 engineeis
000. He is seriously ill and almost 57.592 firemen, 4 1.1)4:1'conductor poria, Kansas.
blind. list in spite of this he is men- and 111,40e other trainmen. Of
Among others who have given finaa
tally alert. Judge Carpenter of the these, were the train was progress
cial and moral support to the novemeaty court, went to the home to tag 32 Von, 199e would be killed
meat are Winston Churchill, midi-,
evil:line Mr. Chapin, Afterward he and 29,n3 injured. Along its route
date for governor in New 'Hampshire
would be stationed 45.532 switchrefused ts appoint a special guardian
tenders, crossing, tenders and watchRobert J. Collitr, of "Collier's Weekfor the veteran. Proceedings for a
men. In its progress the train would
Jy;" Brand Whiteek, mayor of Tolegeneral gearcilan were held open
hill 136 and mangle M. Of other
do; ex-Governor Garvin, of Rhode !sNoven uer 6.
employes it would 'doughtier 1,23r.
tand; State Senator Everett Collis.
• Of t14 trainmen 407 wouht get killed
of New Jersey.; Samuel Hopkins AdP‘NAKA CANAL WRECK.
falling off ears or engine's whee III
ams: Seth Low, ea-mayor of New
motion, 119 while jumping on or off
York City. and Governor Charles 8
Ttird Within a Neck Cause. More trains and 579 in m11111E44 or derailDren, of Illinois
ments. is coupling cars 210 would
Loss of Life.
ewe thee' lives. On the whole, lb.
The development of the Idea of the
train would leave along its track a
People's Loble comes as part of (be
Colon, Sept 29
Aaother seri- grand total of 9,703
dead sad 86.',ma
campaign which the editors of "Suc- ous head-o
n collision between a Pan- Injured.
In other words enough peocess Magazine" have been
making for ama freight and a Colon passenger ple are killed or Injured every
year
a bete I ment of legislative conditions train
fkeurrese yesterday within a by the railroads to populate a town
at the national capital. It
ie Pro- mile of Friday's smash-op at *inlet, of 100,000 inhabitants.
posed to cenithat the attorneys
for resetting in the loss of one life and'
the "special interests" who appear
Admiral Endicott to Roth's'.
three persons being seriously injurregularly each mission • before the
Washington. Sept. 29.-- Although
ed and the wreck of two new lococommittees of congress, by attorne
ys motives and several freight cars. The having, three and a half )eary yet ?..
is the Interest of the whole people,
fault is sa.d to have been with the serve under his present eommisser.
who shall be employed by the
If he cares to do so. Rear Admire
bureau freight train, which was trying
to
as counsel to determine the relative
reach 'darnel, instead of giving the Mordecai T. Endlcote chief of U.
value of legislation to the corporaright of way to the passenger train. eureau of yards and docks, navy d•
tions and to the public.
This is the third railroad wreck dur- Aartment, will retire from that o'
This People's Lobby, it Is clahhed. ing the pee week.
Several of the fire upon reaching the statutote
will aim to give wide publitity to ale newly import
ed locomotives have al- G2 years, November next. Ad
proposed congresslosal seta threaten- ready come
Endleott has decided to devote L.
to grief.
ing the best Interests of the people
entire services thereafter to
hi
The organization is designed to
isthmian canal commission. of whe '
Chandler of Commerce Congress.
be
entirety non-partisan, independent or
Milan, Italy. Sept. 29 — The in- he is a member.
roncentrated capital and of organized ternational congres
s of chambers of
Hatter and Hays Neck and Net k.
labor, and established to furthe.. commerce was opened
here today.
Barhoerrille, 'Ky., Sept 29- T
good measures and to more and de The awlsl
feature of the day wars • Democrats of
this county met it
feat mInleading, rpeeial, or vIclotr, discussion of the
neutral zones for vention here Saturd
ay and n.ei
legislation
The program as an trade in time of war on which
sub- nine deiegates to the London d
nounced in "Stye-Hui Magazine" is as ject Mr. Chamberstain
delivered an tree convention, September
26. D.
follows:
address. James E. Dunning, the
egates were Instructed for Judr
"With the aid of competent legal American consul, gave a dinner in
James Gilbert, of this city, for cm
counsel, the People's bobby will ex honor of the American delegat
ectbe grass, against
ET
'
a,' J
.
amine all public bills and resolutionn guests Including Prof Baimo1raghe
wards, of London, ye
eget
I ai.•
introduced In congress; report there- president of the Milan chamber of
shout equally divided between *ger
on: forward sorb reports to the com- commerce, Legrand B Canon, head
and Hayes. Hager has the adv tage
mittees of rongrese, and give the of the international body, and
E J. of one. Judge Slack silage
wh 1
the
Hanle pubLcity through
Osirand, secretary-general of the
the Prem.
committee on resolutions was old.
"It will follow the week of the congress,
committees of the senate and house
Good for the coueb, removes the
In these days of rush and buries cold,
of representativie. scrutinise sill
the cause of the cough. That's
amendments: fix the responsiblitti courtesy is often forgotten. In the the work of Kenned
y's Laxative
mad, pelt mell rush of our life tells- Honey
for changes made in bills, for
and Tar— the original laxadelay in
considering and (allure In reporting things are done to offend that we tive cough
syrup. Contains no opirather remained undone. A -hastily ates.
of questionable measures.
Bold by Lang Bros.
eaten
meal and its resultant head"It will follow the course of all
shills after their emergence from com- ache may ranee us social or financial
mittee, Axing the responsibility for crnIFTflw 1,133- man or woman its the
delay in considering popular mead- one who relieves little ills
of tele
tires, or for the defeat of the same. Far+ -by—a—Pert* dons
of Kodoi for
and also thing the responsibility for Dyspepala, It
digests what you eat
the advancing ot
meastires, Sold by bang Bros.

MOST STUPENDOUS
ARE THE FIGURES

W.L.DOUGLAS

$3.-sco SHOES,

Only Fast Color
lyrist. used ,
they will
Dot wets.
brassy.

MI...Douglas maims
and soils ~re
men's A3-10 shoes
than any other
maneIneborsn•
the war*

ALL
LEATHERS
ALL
STYLES,
ALL ONE
PRICE,
113.50.

$10108,L
e
rionv: thre

TO CALIFORNIA

V rruycilt0
00
ws i:putnedmzi,
r 3rattoeNalia
Sepeziaa:
‘
m er.oa
l calumv
red
"Colocuste tickets wilf be on sale September 15lo October 31.

standIngthe
high pricers!
leather, I can Still

TO HOT SPRINGS, ARK.

afford to sell as
rood a shoe for
the same price,$1.50.as formerly.
The increased volumeof my busiEMS.; more than makes up for the

lessening of my profit.
If I could take you into my factories at Brockton. Mass., and
show you the infinite care with
which every pair of Douglas shoes
Is made, you would realize s4hy
they are the best shoes produced
any where.
If I could show you the difference between the alines made
in
my factory and those of other makes, you would understand
why
W. L. Douglas $3.30 shoes cost more to make, why they
hold
their shape, lit better, ...ear longer, and are of greater Intrins
ic:
yaws than any other e4.50 shoe on the market to-day.
SOLD SY

are sole agents for the best Kentucky Coal
W E stild
on the market. Why send your money

out of the state when you can buy a Kentucky product for less money and get as good fuel for any
domestic purpose as money can buy?
When you buy Kentucky coal you arc fostering
home and state enterprises, and when you buy
LUZEKNE you are getting the best that Kentucky produces. Get our prices.
All sizes of Lehigh Anthracite $9 a ton.

Barry & Heneberger

Uhe

Our new

woolens are a
eboice selection from the hest
foreign and donteslie
We show many handsome
and exclusive patterns.
You'll find our prices moderate and pleasing.

WCIE&BLACK
MIES fironcfsvny
Oppuhe Fraternity Banding.

When two strong leen come to
blows, even If they are well-matched,
It is not a pleasing sight, but if the
man who gets the worst of it will
use DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve, he
will look better and feel better In
short order. Be sure you get DeWilt's. Good for everything a salve
Is used for, including piles. Sole by
Lang Bros.
A marterdom nowadays would
called an advertisement.

BOTH PHONES 70

GEO II. LEE,
P. S. WEEVER,
Gut, Pa's Agt.,
Trio!. Pass. AO,
Little Rock, Ark.
Nashvale, Tenn,

I

Shirt Bosoms Starched Right

Ever have your shirts returned from the laundry
with the bosom st.c.:11cd only in spots and with starch
daubed all around the neckband and sides of the
i
bosom?
.
We have a machine which saves you from such
annoyances.
No chance to daub starch all over the rest of the
shirt with this machine.
Let us demonwate its value to you,

THE UP-TO-DATE STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North fourth St.

W. P.j'AZTOR,
President.

R. RUDY,
Cashier

Johnstoo.Deoker
Coal Co.

PUSLYIIAR,
Assistant C•01,I or

P.

Citizen's Savings BaPts,
Capital
guns..
Stock holders liability

$100 000
50 000
100.000

Total security to depositors.

*250,000

Open Saturday nights (torn seven to eight o'clock
Third and Broadway

Nino Ascension
Again Next Sunday

gailla1111011111111111111114111111111 111111.111.11,1111111111111111111111111111MI
P
4-

TO LET
Several superior
third fhx)is of

offic'
es , on

second

and

our, building, provided

with
heat, water, light, electric elevator
and modern
sanitary arrangements.

MIIIIMIP11111111”11

Owing to the great success
of
the ascension last Sund
ay, "Dare
Devil Dennis
" will make another
ascension next Sunday.

Prices lowest in city for similar
offices-double offices especially adap
ted for dentists.

l

American-German National Wink
227 Broadway

Fans! Fans!
UM
CEILIf
-N i
BUZZ FA NS
'Sec

LENOX HOTEL
• IN

Fitt? -, rrt GrAde

foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
Incorporated

121.1.3.3 N.Po urtlz

Both Phones 203

all

In...Posit Paid on Tltne Deposits

Modern

Von will be comfortably
situated, too, tI is winter if
you let us fill your coal house.
Our coal is as good as money
can buy. We can furnish you
nice bundled kindling, too,
right along with your coal.
Order now.

trip rates

Accounts of individuals and firms solicited. We apprec
iate
small as well as large depositors and accord to all
the same
courteous treatment.

BUFFALO
OUR OWN ELECTRIC CARRIAGES
EXCLUSIVELY FOR PATRONS

COAL
COMFORT

raised

Illustrated Booklets and Full Information Regarding Rates, Routes, Etc., on Request.

I[WINNE COAL

There's Nothing
Beyond Us in
Garment Making

TO COLORADO nr,Loatscr'03"eitbIrric3T:79 lanliclu:ts:17
1 ",

,

NotwIth-

,LENDLER 6 LYDON

Grave Troubles Follow Derision.
Brussels. Sept. 29.— It seems e
hen that the decision of the ri
faettirers at Verviers, the grew
ter of the cloth industry In Seigelr
.
to lock out their employes will ni,)
etike grave troubles. The owners declare that they prefer ruin to enduring the threats of the employes to
strike without reason: eiDynamit
outrages have already begun and
squadron of gendarmes has been sent
from Brussels and the lancers ate
ready at Namur,

BARGAINS IN TICKETS
VIA ROCK ISLAND

EOM.
MEN.

Evers few minutcl between Hotel, Depots,
Wharves and through Business District.
EUROPEAN PIA
IT t' per iltr an

FIREPROOF THROUGHOUT

GEORGE DVCRSCHERER
emprInor

t.

Plionesm714

YOUR FIRST THOUGHT
When dwelling on the Plumbing or
Heating question
:
Who's the best to see? Ask your neighbor.
Oftener than not
he will refer you to

E D. HANNAN
Guy Nsbee

Lee Nance, Jr.
M. Naive.
Whits Asitawisse• for 5Wt arse !soured only

Plumbing, Heating, Gas Fitting

thalin•r

1.112 So uthiPcsurth

31/3 Ksontuizky Ave.
13th Phones 20t

()UV NANCE eic SON
Undertak
ers and Embalmers

N ow Phon0.1.34.
Old Phorw Cstdr„)
Open Dm>. and Night.

Subscribe for THE SUN and get thc
news
wititc it is news.

1

411

TEM EFFECTS tOUTIFS PROGRESS
LOCAL BUSINESS AND HER WEALTH

JA
NE
S
S. E. Mitchell
REAL ESTATE.

326 S. Tigh

et
AGNES

and
WI

COPYRIGH T,

EGERTON

CASTLE

Dank eicaringa

Show

Good, increatie.

-The Pride of Jennie,'"

ISLICI,

I Y

EGERTON

CASTLE

a

Millhig.j b,pitaetui'iiig

tied

Carries the

Agriculture.

Fan Seolion Being tethered in With !redeveloped kettles ef emit and Hoek,
Welty 114ie, But Prospects
Resoneees worth Milliesse of
Are Fine,
Dullass.

MORTGAGES 0
LOANS 1111

most coin-

plete line of

Lots on Tennessee and Jones steseta
between 8te and 9th, $376 cash or
$400, part on time.
412 South eth St., 6 rooms In good
flx, at $1,650, part on time.

Bicycles and Supplies

Speculators
and
Bargain
Hunters
Three

Pianos,

Three Victor

Talk

ing MaFhines.

418 South 9th St., 6 rooms, houses
20 different Musical
good condition. at $1,750, part time.
"Now, Indeed. la the usuieier BO!" "'What," said Mae Injured husband,
frith
Instruments, cases.
Fountain
Ave.,
lie cried. "Oh. you.Lueu are all utilise "what If they should Woe there :m- DEVELOPMENTS OF THE WEEK CONDITION
6
room
Dowse.
in the city.
ad4n4 r PRI
As lovers-all arc. cespaicums, Indian other road?'
nice, visitor inside, excellent locatiou.
Must Close Out at Once
"ens! Bottles of Ninety always burst"Thou," cried Stufford. "I shell
Sseineass
ii.r m or o t;spLii
in ce which depends on
hag! Towents not to be stemmed. only have to tight you myself. for tbs
Biggest Bargairs Ever
Bank clearings ...
But Ice you let the lover tome fancy must !unutterably dull eventug that you
Increasing Its manufacturing capexcellent farm offers near city,
harew IA61 year ....
4407.U14
himself the buil:sad. merciful heat• base mode saw speed, when I was due
Offered in Paducah
ital in nee years from 9967,701.865
do now fur -sub-division and pay 'bandeta, what a change! For fire we atsumo tbaa one reudesvuus, and had
to $1;697,513,217, or by $629,811,Increase
suns. profit at ODCe on present Posse
$1157,44:1
Lave lee-. for the red, biting oapaleuss, proanised pretty Bellaini the dee minCall Quick
352, a rate of more than $120,000,the green, cool cueunaber; for joyous, uet."
Madison St. Fountain Park corner
lie,d WIT MOW I.)r
we
While the clearings this week "thew 0410 a year, and the 'value of its facfoaming Merry, the tratalleet ale. Mandl
lot at $6541. Only chance In Park.
"It shall be pistols." saki Sir Jaspet
Wad
and
Picture
products
tory
strong
from
a
aet? Nay, toast and water!" cried MIS- followlug
gals
II
over
lett
237,6e9,64;7
year,
they
Nice North 5th St. 9-room house in
own thoughts with a sort
1:raines.
tank,' KAU/. loaded hefeelt
ethdoubledie would have been larger to $1,787,776,794, or by $530,187,excellent condition at $3.800. Only
Le "or alt diouluy Mat. "I'latuis. Tom. For
the standard of the world
frenzy. "And If the were sense of either be or I Winn breathe our last
to- If the weatheir had not been so bad, 127, a rate of $110000,04)0 a year;
3 bloces from Palmer House.
your security thus transforms the night."
lietaU trade was lighter thau it oth- meting in addition to
other farm
Three houses, rents about $30
lover In you, what a pleasireg -prospect,
"Pistols eith all my heart.- said erwise would have bean. However, products ameregating
$1,50es,0410,400
month. N. E. corner 6th and Ohio SO,,
imiteel, lies before the weseled wife! litegord, stepping his pipe with his lit- the rain has tethered in the fall her
hen; '513. 421 Naha,
good luvestmetit at $2,400.
No, thauk you, sir," mid the lady. and tle Buser. "Only do, like a good fel- good pud the dirst good da3s will in value, one crop, cotton with . it,.
seed representing $700 miteemo, apun
--"pustieti the petrified O'Hara with au low, make up 3-our meet. jure fur the finid the stores extremely busy.
Have at a:I times money toeloau on
which depends the activity of 90.eatery tout. "1 MeV, hid one wintry mike of eeriety. I telLsk Use Mat time
thou kind lit 8 per cent interest, 10 •4111111111111111111g,'
Thee% is ethrdly a ripple on the fi000,000 spindles or threeefourths of
tuaetetud-weter Imitated. ;lust that We cell/Agreed .tieg illettet We 4Viesied nancial turface in the cite
years' time. Oertainly getting money
front
sbairbe enough for my lifetime."
for this"-describlug a neat thrust at E. Rebkopf Saddlery company
as- the. total operated In the world; prowanted If farm and tetie all right.
Aye in the very midst of her holie- filr Jasper's wakeless:it thruugb Use Win signment, but it
stands out as the ducing petroleum. at the Cale of fi
have acre laud just outside city
r:ration.
dew with the long stem of his church- principal eveat of the
week in
n- 04e0,040 barrels7h month; mining bit- 1
Ihults, in very •holtei loci:semi, can sell
- Ibis will," she thought, -simplify warden.
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uance. It is developing into a large uminous coal settle rate of 6.0041 "COAST LINE
in any quantity wanted front about 1/
the parting at Devizes." Ste no whit
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and return, with or without meek
in an embrace that left her scarcely -wall, Oblig oat lu a parlous state; I
T.hese are samples. Ask for what and
such states as Ihmalseitype Alakame,
MAKERS, SADDLE HANDS,
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GREAT SALE OF MILLINERY===ATTRACTIVE HATS FOR HORSE SHOW
A'Superb Gathering of Other Rich and Beautiful Fall and Winter Merchandise.
that are a revelation to the people. Prices that are impossible in Broadway stores with Broadway expenses.
pRICE
department the coming week to show you how low good merchandise can be sold. Prepared to clothe male and

Ready in every
female from the
sole of the 1,99t to the crown of the head. Trade in the store that puts up the quality but keeps down prices. Trade at Harbour's.

NPLE N DID IA HIBITION
OF
MILLINERY.
• Wye yourself the pleqsure of owlag our stylish Hats if you have the
Mose to spare or need a Hat. Titers
k tote of insp:tation in tbeir Marvel- I
otos beauty and tutu velem* low prices.
'THE NEW DRESS WOO&
A spientl.d showing of the must
peptilar *tyke!, priced at prices to
A

make it to your iuterest to buy :our
Detest Goode here.
MANY - NEW
SKIRTS,
ClatTS,
SUITS AND FURS HAVE REACHED US FOR THIS WEEK'S SAIsE
The be.zt. $5. The best. $7, The
best $10, The best $12, The best
$15, The best $17, The boat $19.
The best iliZt. • The best .25. The
Wet $27,
best $29, The best $30,

The

The beat OM, Styled) Coats, that we
have ever had the good fortune to
show right at the beginning of the
Cloak season, are now here.
STANDARD PATTERNS.
The Standard Fashion company's
Stylish Perfect Fitting Patterns at
Sc, 10c and 15c are here to aid yeu
itt the selection and get-up of a styiish costume for the Fall and Winter.

SHOES FOR THE FAMILY.
Proper foot clothing Is as essentlal as the proper covering for the
re( of the body.
We are strong In .School More,
size* 4 1-2 to 11, at 111.00 a pair
Sizes 11 1-2 to 2 for misses and
boys, at $1.25 a Pam.
Strong in Little Gents' Shoes it
$1.25. $1.35.

Strung in Women's Box Calf and
Kid Shoes at $1.50 a pair.
Strong in Women's fine Kid Shoes
at $2.00 Mad $2.50 a pair.
Strong in Women's celebrator-Ur
France ghoes at $3.00 and $3.50 a
pair.
Strong -1n lien's Box Calf and Kid
Shoes at $2.00 a pair. .
Strong in Men's Wax Calf and Box

Calf Shoes made for hard ware at
$2.50, $2.75 and $3.00 a Pair.
Patent
Men's Fine
Strong 111
Leather and line Vici Shoes,st $3.00,
$3.50 and $3.85 a pair, sold _by
Broadway houses up to $5.00 a
pair.
Strong In Boys' Shoes, sizes 2 1-2
to 5 1-2, at $1.25, $1.50, $1.76 and
$2.00 a pair.

-

_

Harbour's Department Store 4,

North Third Street
HALF SQUARE FROM BROADWAY

-ern daily paper. It has the true ant magnitude it has been complete- Retie projector, Alfred E. Aaron.
newspaper flavor from the city edi- ly dissipated by William A. Briedy's,
1.1CANDICH. RICHARDSON
tor down to the printer's "devil." production of 'Clothe*" at the Men-I
The various roles are enacted will. batten theater. This capital Piece of
Nut the Barbee.
sub flesh and spirit and the stage society satire by Chaaaing Pollock
"Tommy" Thompson. one Of the
and Avery Hapgood has scored NISI
setting is so perfectly natural, even
best kaolin traveling salesmen of
of s,he mom far reaching and unidliNew England, had an amusing experto the smallest detail In the city edi- talyable quallty.
tor's room, that newspaper men who
ience recently in a hotel In Northhave witnessed the production are
Tbe Faye, thrangWthelr failure to ern Maine.
WEEK .IT THE KENTUCKY.
ditiduality
lie expresses himself in unanimous in proclaiming
Being in need of a shave, and
it elle ee tire a court injuvitoni preventing
iiondat Night—Al Ii. Wilson. lit it as truly as a poet
does In words or
Most realistic drama of newspaper- ortneir employes firdift -1"expox1ng" having only a few tninutes to catch
-Altai ii. the
a painter in colors.
dom ever put before the public. The be more or less my.stasfai entertain- his train he went Into the barber'Fuesday
l'ouuty ChairThe Boston
Herald, a critical
nt of which Mt awl kree,;iolta shop, early one morning The only
man,' is it h MA('i)18 Arbuckle.
pretty
sheet, but a wise one, compares Mr. play revolves about a very
y are the Inueene spirits, hi
at- other occupant was a young
tt'edaiteettay Niarbt--Guverour iteck-1 Wilson to Wachtel,
colored
the great tenor love story. The hero, Billy Woods, Is
tracted to theruselve, rather tre at11.ecture.
',ears gone by.
a typical enthusiastic young reportruin, to whom he said "Shave" as
tention
than
probability
tn
all
wel1 huesiday .tfterwasto
is
I
lgratiuo
er very much in love with the daughhe sank Into the chair.
come.
l'unt ration.
ter of (lepers' Cunningham, a states"Well, mutt. but--" remonstrated
("Nighty
(
'Nair
WAIL
Tharrday Night—"Why She
Was
That Mac
Arbiack:e .n George man who Is engages; ta promoting
"lire, Wlggs, of the Cabbage Ike colored youth
Sacrificial."
"I haven't time te talk," ca'
Friday Afternoon and Nies( —natal. Ad.'s :p1euci:c1 coctudy, "The County an anti-graft bill before the New Patch," with Madge ("err Cook In her
Chairmaa," which sill be presented Yort legislature. As a result of a toe original role, is at the New York the- • Tommy," but I want a shave. an
Valfuss('anneal ,,,,,.
Ity him at The Kentucky theater on protracted meeting with his
sweet- atre for a three weeks' stay, which I want It 'patch.——
Tuesday night. has made a big AR in
heart Billy melees his train and al- unfortraately cannot be extended,
The youth set to work, and at III'
Tie' Heal taesiane.•
every city where he has played, is
With the first week In October the
lows an important story to get by owing to the fact that other attrac- conclusion of the job "Tommy" wa
attested
crowded
by
the
hatters
which
tions have long been booked to folreal theatrical season in Paducah
greet him. So much had. already him. He Is discharged but engaged low this charming and idyllic com- horrified to end several livid cut,
eagle and white several Plecias. enby
uppn his face.
a
paper
rival
almost
immediately.
Dem said and
written about the
edy.
tertaining :n their nature, have bees
You apology for an arttsC" tie
'.harm and atmosphere of Mr. Ado's In the foyer of the Metropolitan oppresented In the prelimiaary season,
said to the now terrified boy. "Do
too best is new coming, as the over- play, that little remains to be added. era house be overhears a plot by
A clearly authenticated rumor has
Certalely no play has be;:n written In which the grafting politicians exyou rail YOU rug a barber?"
bill* next week attest. About M H.
that
it
Mennering
winsaildely
goes
ayears which Is ae graphic- or rich in pect, with the help of the engrossing
"No sir. l'se de bootblack," wee
Wilson, nothing need be said. He Is
starring under the management of
laughter as this comedy. It is a clerk, to alter the anti-graft
Itaown here. "The County
bill and the Messrs. Shubert she will secette the answer.
ChairProduction of the highest class and
Ma." George Adr'e masterpiece, is
make It harmless Billy induces his a salary of 11754) a week and a clear
- — all the elements which attract refined
sweetheart to abstract the original two-thin:1a Interest In the profits of
kwwwit by the Patrons, whilst Macit
Her Birthday.
theatregoers are fashioned in deli"
Arbuckle is no stranger to Paducah:
undertaking
"How old were you today, Miss
ems .and.toroefel atY'at. IA the Wee- draft from her father's desk ca.l the
alita..; A atimber of seesaw DredgeLizzie?"
Inwlittlon nothing has been I'll on- abeenetutudedly rushes back to the
tisane are hooked for the remainder
Expectation is high concerning
"You are .eertainly
ivae to make "The County Chairman" office from which he has been
dielacking in
of the month
a delightfully 'high class performance charged
Unheeding the
amazed' "The Red el," the newest offering good taste to ask such a question?"
-and there Is every reason to believe gilisees of his former •ssociates he of Montgornet, a Stone, who come to
"How should 1 ksow that 9" - Ai HI. Wilson.
'his traaagript no reakatically pat la Rings himself before his old desk the KaichttrbOriteir theater on Monday Translased for Tales from "MeggenGolden' vulised Al II. Wilson. the
evening
fitildillag
the
prolonged, sad
tage form will contheste to delight and "writes
dorfer Fllatler."
up" the story, securing
'aging Gerntha dialoet.romadian is
brilliant engagement of Prits1 Schell
audiences for Santis time to come.
the sew cioned &Anna riT picturesque
a "beat" for the wrong paper, but
in "Mlle. Modiste"
Merin Arbuckle's unust.elly strong
Swampland ent.ted. "Metz in th,Alice--"Viere you introduced to
,Wgalal cast contains a number of saving General Cunningham front
Alps," VI; be tee attraction it The
him the first time you saw him!"
The
favorite actors, all of whom have dtegrace and winning a wife.
"His
Honor
the Mayor." which is
Itostetahy theater 4fli Monday night.
Dotly--"No. The first time I saw
iseen
accocded
warm
receptions. role of Billy Woods as interpreted now playing Its third Broadway enVnios J. K. Emmett died, his man- Noted among
by
Jameson
Lee
Pinney
Is full of in- gagement, heving retarned to Wei- him was wimp the ear lurched as I
them are %lin. P.
tle sail armor remained unused and
dusty until Al H. W1:8012 came along Sweatman. Charlotte Downing, Dor- t•rest and action. idwic Holt, as lack's theit•-:r for a bet .tat'. bids was glanding up. fled I eat down is
Hammack, Frank Perley, George the city editor, Is a cool, witty ana
to
'
a few years ago, and poked his man- allY
Chtesty. Edwin 'Chapman, Sidney hustling newspaper man.
ly figure into theni
They fitted Wes
Morey, Franeee Young, E. H.
Tennant as Frances Ounnint
exactly. he resurrected and glorified
Charles Fisher, W. J. Cross and
them, from the lire, he aline and
Billy's sweetheart, is as vivace ,
others.
yoddied beautifully with is much
and charming as when she crei'
skill as the great Emmett ever disthe title role In "The Colleg,"The Stoles Story."
played and Knresett Ives the best of
ow." Beverly gitgreaves is a clv
I have quite a number of elegant little cottage homes, of
Jesse Lynch WIlliame drama of
his tat.. Al 14 W:aou is now the
actress and makes her role of it...
three,
four and live rooms, well located, which I am going to
greeted romantic bunging actor in newspaper life. "The 'Stolen Story,"
society editor one of considerable ,
offer
the world.
for
sale it from $600 to $800 each, on monthly. paywhich has aroused so much favoraweight in the play. The other roles.
He was born on New, Years" Day, ble comment, opened at the
meats of from $15 to $20 per month, i-Ess than a fair CASH
Studs- are
taken by such well-known arttwenty-five years ego. As room a* h,
ttAtter theater
Cblealgo. M andaY Pats as Wright
Kramer, R. Peyton,
cold Valk, he began to sing. It wet
a!ght. This Is the Rest American
as natural to him as breathing. He
Carter. the
well-known character
Heretofore I have required ten per cent. of the prier in
play
to
faithfully
portray
the
hunttea had his trill/ling. th best to le
actor: Grace Lorraine, Jennie
La
advance
on such sales, but will now sell with one regular
had, and plenty of experience, but tb. ' ne. bustling preparation of news In Mount and Augustin
Daly Wilkes,
monthly payment, in advance. A rare opportunity to get a
delight ni ha angina lie's In Its le- the ed;torinI rooms of a great teed- who
has scored an Indlr'In.il Tr,
home with ordinary rent.
utnph as the office "devil
Homeseekers, call and see me, or tall me by old phone
1:31. Will be gltul to show you.
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Homes on Easy Terms

Fall Dress Goods,Silks
latest ideas—the newest color
A LI,thethemost
exclusive combinations

effects—
are embodied in this grand display. You know through
years of experience that no store equals this one
for good Dress Goods and Silks, either in quality
or prices.
Chiffon Broaclolotteliglit weight,
all pure wool, 54 Indies wide,
one of the Most fashionable
abricti for fall, climes In till the
wanted colors;colors;pe*
yard

$1.50

ray Penult* Shadow Plaide 443
hitches wide, all pure wool, popular and fashionable for el t)
fall wear: per yard...—. •Ii
Liberty Satins, 24 inches wide,
soft finished, bright luster, Come
In white, black, gray, garnet,
navy or light blue; per

50c

yard.
Plaid Silks

for te iti,t •
We
show a handsome coilect • '
Si 00
new combination of
Oulers, per yard..

One lot of Wool Dream Goode,
gray grounds, with overptilds of,
neat colons and combinations;
also Covert Cloths; come in
many new combinations. large
aseortniest; psi
yard.
Septch Plaids, 3tl Inches wide
attue In a variety of pretty
outubinatioas: per yard.

50C

Black Taffeta Silk, 301 In wide,
warranted to wear, per
yard
$1 00
Unlorad Taffeta Silks. lir inches
wine extra due qtallty, comes
in all the wanted editors, al'.
white or cream: special,
per yard. .

75c

Stuart Tailored Suits for fall at $22.50 are remarkable values
Other styles at $12 to 13N.

Underwear and Hosiery
Warm but not heavy; good but not coetly. (living good values
has laryly increased our sales of Underwear and Hosiery.
Union hulls for children
at
.1116c. b0e. *1 00
Union Malta for ladies
at
.25c. 50.., $2 50

Ladies' niack cotton Hose,
Geeced, at 15e, or 2 pr for.

26c

Boys' and girls ribbed hose.

Gloves
Time to wear them, tune to buy them.
Long Black Silk Gloves, good heavy weight, at per
pair.
Long Black Kid Moues; they are scarce but we have a
few; price. per pair.

$150
$3 50

Fall Millinery
1/ you wish to see a magnificent display of Fall
Millinery- call on Mrs. Clark,

41011060140111640911060114,40009meo,
NEW

YORK THEATERS.

J.

M. WOR.TEN, Fraternity Building

Oesfee•eeseaeeate'ielslhlttek4ePeera•eahMeo
New York, Sept 29.—From gay to
grave, from more or less Heely to
extremely severe, if I
may paraphrase an old saying, is the change of
program at Mr. Hackett's theater,
where "The Little Stranger," an imported Englistr-farce, has made way
for "Man and His Angel." a psychological drama front the pen of an author bearing the ominous name of
Stanley Dark "Man and eels Miner
tails of a beautiful young girl who
becomes the ward of a cripple, mei
fails in love with another man, OW
arousing the Jealous rage of her physic/01Y Incomplete guardian
There
Is gloom an inch thick alt over "Man
and His Angel," and however meritorious the Play may he as an exam Pie of the problem drama it is hardly
likely to achieve widespread popularity, for the reason that tebeater
audienree In America don't enjoy helag perpetually in the shadow so far
as their emotions are concerned.
Miss Blanche Bates is far from being a parsimonious person, but she
hes succeeded in avoiding failing
into the steps of most other successful stars when the money has comel
rolling In. You won't find any automobile or victoria or brouftham--not
even a hansom cab--waiting for Miss
Bates at the stage door of the aPlelnen
theater of a ulght after the last cur-'
lain of the treneeodously sitecteattil
"Girl of the Gokien West." Just a
plain Street ear Is quite good enough
for Miss Bates.
If there hae ever been the slightThe teethe, toe,. *Auger, Al. H. Wilson, In lila nee Play, "Metz in lest doubt as to the
"landing" of
lie
at Ili, bentu,ky Monday Nnight.
I Grace Desiree as a star of the Very

L. B. OGILVIE & CO.
BroAdway and Fourth.

Rudy, Phillips If CO.
219-223 BROADWAY

A TIP

BOYS'SHOES
THE KIND THAT STAY
WET FEET

See Bradley Bros.
About Your Winter supply of

Are Always Running
Alter the Doctor.
VOU cannot be too careful with your children's feet at this season of the year.

-COAL-

Our special. line of Box Calf Shoes is the proper

thing for wet weather.
We do not slight the little men or big men
We carry a large assortment of men's, boys',
yi•uths' and little gents' shoes, and all the styles
are patterned after the men's styles—vici, box
calf, wax calf, etc. Prices begin at $1.25 and
advance step by step to $4.00 for men's best.
You won't complain about our prices—you can't.

Perfect Fit Guaranteed,

Sole agents for the old reliable Cartersville, Ill.,
washed nut and egg coal.— c_
Telephone 339

HEALT

AND VITALITY

Coln. Bele:Yrva,,ab
nr/XUFtilir181PlX/IrT3
Tbe great remod.; for beret. prostration Ana all djaessias ofVilIX.Xent
tbe(purrs( •
organs of either MU, suet as Nervous Prostration, Fair Loot
maeees,
Impotency. Nightly Emissions, Youthful Enure Vestal
erste" tt,
of Tobacco or Opium,. which lead teCoesumptios sad 1 erre
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